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Abstract: We consider the edge statistics of Dyson Brownian motion with deterministic initial
data. Our main result states that if the initial data has a spectral edge with rough square root
behavior down to a scale η˚ ľ N´2{3 and no outliers, then after times t " ?η˚, the statistics at the
spectral edge agree with the GOE/GUE. In particular we obtain the optimal time to equilibrium at
the edge t “ Nε{N1{3 for sufficiently regular initial data. Our methods rely on eigenvalue rigidity
results similar to those appearing in [36, 40], the coupling idea of [15] and the energy estimate
of [14].
1 Introduction
One of the guiding principles of random matrix theory is that of universality. This states that the
limiting behavior of the eigenvalues of large random matrices is universal. Said differently, universality
is the observation that often the eigenvalue fluctuations of two seemingly unrelated random matrix
ensembles converge, as the size of the matrices N Ñ8, to the same limiting object.
Perhaps the most fundamental class of random matrix ensembles are Wigner matrices. These are
N ˆ N symmetric matrices W with independent (up to the constraint W “ W ˚) centered entries
of identical variances. We consider two symmetry classes of Wigner matrices; real symmetric, in the
case that the entries are real; or complex Hermitian in the case that the entries are complex. The
prototypical examples of real symmetric and complex Hermitian Wigner matrices are the Gaussian
Orthogonal and Unitary ensembles (GOE/GUE). These are constructed by taking the entries to be
standard real or complex Gaussians, respectively. In the case of the GOE/GUE, the limiting eigenvalue
behavior can be computed explicitly. The universality conjecture for Wigner matrices can be rephrased
as the fact that these formulas are true, in the limit N Ñ 8, for all Wigner matrices regardless of
the details of the distribution of the matrix elements, and depend only on the symmetry class (real
symmetric or complex Hermitian) of the ensemble.
There has been significant progress on the understanding of bulk universality for random matrix
ensembles. Bulk universality refers to the behavior of eigenvalues contained in the interior of the
support of the eigenvalue density. Bulk universality for Wigner matrices of all symmetry classes was
proven in the works [20,22–24,27,29]. Parallel results were established in certain cases in [44,45], with
the key result being a “four moment comparison theorem.”
One of the major contributions of the works [20, 22–24, 27, 29] was to establish a general, robust
framework within which to establish bulk universality for random matrix ensembles. This three-step
strategy is as follows.
1. Prove a local law for the random matrix ensemble under consideration. This local law is used
to establish high probability rigidity estimate for the eigenvalue locations.
2. Given a random matrix ensembleH, establish bulk universality for a Gaussian divisible ensemble
of the form H `?tG, where G is a GOE/GUE matrix, and t “ op1q is interpreted as time.
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3. A density argument comparing the eigenvalue statistics of a general ensemble to a Gaussian
divisible ensemble for which universality was established in the previous step.
The first step is model-dependent, and gives strong a-priori estimates crucial to the next two steps.
The third step is a perturbation argument, typically based on comparing the expectation of the Green’s
functions, or a use of the Ito lemma.
For the present article, the second step is most relevent. It is based on an analysis of the local
ergodicity of Dyson Brownian motion. In the seminal work [19], Dyson introduced a matrix-valued
stochastic process and calculated the resulting eigenvalue dynamics. At each fixed time t, the eigen-
values of this matrix-valued Brownian motion are distributed as the eigenvalues of a Gaussian divisible
ensemble. Crucially, he found that the eigenvalues satisfy a closed system of stochastic differential
equations, for which the GOE/GUE is the equilibrium measure.
While global eigenvalue statistics reach equilibrium under DBM only for long times t " 1, Dyson
conjectured that local statistics reach equilibrium after a much shorter time. The works [24, 25, 28]
established that if Dyson Brownian motion is started from a Wigner matrix, then the bulk GOE
statistics are reached in a very short time t „ N´1. This is one of the crucial elements in proving
bulk universality for Wigner matrices. Moreover, it provides a crucial conceptual understanding of
the origin of universality - that of the local ergodicity of Dyson Brownian motion.
More recently, there has been much success in applying the above three-step strategy to the bulk
statistics of random matrix ensembles which go beyond the Wigner class. As in the case of Wigner
matrices, one of the important ingredients has been a study of the behavior of Dyson Brownian motion
for more general initial data [26, 34, 35]. The main contribution of these works is to establish bulk
universality for the gap statistics [26, 35] and correlation functions [34] of Dyson Brownian motion
with very general deterministic or random initial data, going far beyond the class of Wigner matrices.
In terms of the three-step strategy outlined above and in the context of obtaining bulk universality,
this takes care of the second step for many random matrix ensembles.
While the third step is quite robust and applies in most cases, obtaining a local law is typically
model dependent and challenging. We mention here some of the recent works on local laws and bulk
universality for random matrix ensembles going beyond the Wigner class. The adjacency matrices of d-
regular graphs were considered in [11,12], and other sparse random graph ensembles in [1,20,22,30,32].
A very general class of Wigner-type matrices were studied in a series of papers [2, 5, 6], and matrices
with correlated entries were studied in [3, 4, 17]. An additive model of random matrices was studed
in [8–10,18]. The proof of the local ergodicity of Dyson Brownian motion [26,34,35] for general initial
data has been an important element in obtaining the eigenvalue universality in many of these works.
So far, the above discussion has been limited to the behaviour of the bulk eigenvalues, or those
confined to the interior of the spectrum. A natural question is also to investigate the behavior of
the extremal eigenvalues of random matrices. In the case of the Gaussian ensembles, Tracy and
Widom [46,47] calculated
lim
NÑ8
P
”
N2{3pλN ´ 2q ĺ s
ı
“ Fβpsq (1.1)
where λN is the largest eigenvalue of a GOE/GUE matrix and Fβ can be characterized in terms of
Painleve´ equations and β “ 1, 2 respectively for the real symmetric and complex Hermitian ensembles.
Edge universality was first obtained by Soshnikov for a wide class of Wigner ensembles via the
moment method [43]. This method required symmetry of the distribution of the individual matrix
elements. This requirement was partially removed in [42]. A different approach to edge universality
based on direct comparison to Gaussian ensembles was developed in [29, 44]. The work [29] proves
edge universality for general Wigner matrices under only a high finite moment condition. This latter
condition was partially removed in [20]. In the work [41] it was shown that finiteness of the fourth
moment is an essentially optimal condition for edge universality of Wigner matrices. An almost-
optimal necessary condition was obtained earlier in [7].
In contrast with the existing work on bulk universality of Wigner matrices and the three step
strategy outlined above, these works make no use of Dyson Brownian motion. As shown in [29],
edge universality can be proven by directly comparing the eigenvalue statistics of an arbitrary Wigner
matrix to that of the corresponding Gaussian ensemble. To put it another way, the Green function
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comparison theorem can be used even if the Gaussian component is large, i.e., t order 1. This is in
contrast to the bulk where it is required that t ! 1 in order to match Green’s functions.
The work [14] implemented the above three-step strategy to prove edge universality of generalized
Wigner matrices, which are ensembles in which the matrix element variances are allowed to vary.
Such ensembles cannot be directly matched to the GOE/GUE and so it was required to establish first
edge universality for a Gaussian divisible ensemble. The approach there uses a certain random walk
representation of the correlation functions as well as the uniqueness of Gibbs measures of local log
gasses. Moreover, the work [14] establishes the edge universality of β-ensembles for general potentials
and β ľ 1.
The three-step strategy offers an attractive route to analyze the edge universality of general random
matrix models. For general ensembles the moment method may fail, especially if the spectral edge is
not an extremal eigenvalue - for example, models whose limiting spectral density has multiple intervals
of support, or adjacency matrices of random graphs which may have outlying eigenvalues seperated
from the density of states.
In the present work we analyze the local ergodicity of the edge statistics of Dyson Brownian motion
for general initial data V . Our main result is that if the initial data has an edge with square root
behavior down to a scale η˚ ľ N´2{3, then the distribution of the first eigenvalue at that spectral edge
is given by the Tracy-Widom law in the limit N Ñ 8 for t " ?η˚. The assumption on “square root
behavior” is quantified in terms of the imaginary part of the Stieltjes transform of V .
In particular, this result solves the DBM component of applications of the three-step strategy to
edge universality of general random matrix ensembles. In a joint work with J. Huang [33], we apply
the main result of the present paper to analyze the edge statistics of sparse random matrix ensembles.
Another approach to edge universality has been developed by Lee-Schnelli in the works [37–39].
In this approach, the edge statistics of ensembles are calculated by direct comparison of the Green’s
function to the GOE via a continuous interpolation. To rephrase this in our language, the change in
expectation of Green’s function elements under the DBM flow are carefully calculated for long times
t " 1. In the work [29] it was noted that naive power counting arguments can be improved using
higher order cancellations in the trace of the Green’s function. The works [37–39] can be interpreted
as systematically extending this cancellation to arbitrarily high orders.
The methodology and scope of [37–39] are unrelated to the present work. Our work concerns
models of the form A ` γB for GOE B and arbitrary A, whereas in [37–39], A is a random matrix
with independent entries (up to A “ A˚), such as a Wigner or sparse random matrix. We allow
γ “ N´c and find the optimal size which can be viewed as Dyson’s conjecture of local ergodicity for
edge statistics.
A short-time edge universality result for general initial data is useful for random matrix theory.
Our result is applied in a joint work with J. Huang on the edge statistics of sparse Erdo˝s-Re´nyi
matrices [33]. In [33], Green’s function methods are used to uncover a Gaussian shift to the position
of the extremal eigenvalues in the regime that the edge probability satisfies N´7{9 ! p ! N´2{3. After
subtracting this shift, the edge statistics are compared to a Gaussian divisible ensemble; the present
work implies that the latter has Tracy-Widom fluctuations. This implies that the eigenvalue gaps near
the edge have the same distribution as the GOE, and that at p “ N´2{3, the extremal eigenvalues
converge to a sum of Gaussian and Tracy-Widom distribution.
Our anaylsis of DBM is based around the coupling idea of [15] and matching idea of [35]. At a time
t0 " ?η˚ we find that the free convolution, which gives the macroscopic eigenvalue density of DBM,
has a square root behavior at the edge. We re-scale and shift the DBM so that this edge matches
the semicircle density of the GOE. For times t ľ t0, the Dyson Brownian motion is then coupled (as
in [15]) to DBM with initial data the matching GOE ensemble. Under this coupling, the difference
between these two stochastic eigenvalue locations obeys a simple discrete parabolic equation.
In order to analyze the discrete parabolic equation, it is convenient to localize our analysis by
introducing a “short-range approximation” to Dyson Brownian motion. Coupling the short-range
approximations instead of the full DBMs leads to a parabolic equation whose heat kernel has rapid
off-diagonal decay. Such finite speed estimates first appeared in [16]. These rapid decay estimates
offer several advantages. Due to the fact that the free convolution law varies on the scale t2 near the
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edge, the DBM may only be matched to a GOE matrix locally, and not globally. The finite speed
estimates then allow for a cut-off of these non-matching elements. Moreover, as our assumptions on V
are only local, it is possible that the DBM evolution away from the edge is irregular - the finite speed
estimates ensure that this does not affect the behavior at the edge.
Our use of the short-range approximation and the finite speed estimates of [16] ensure that we
do not rely on level repulsion estimates. Level repulsion estimates were proven for DBM in the bulk
in [35]. Near the edge, these kinds of results for Dyson Brownian motion are unknown and do not
appear to be a direct generalization of the method in the bulk.
Our analysis of the resulting parabolic equation is based around the energy estimate of [14]. The
input of this into our work is that the ℓ8 norm of the solution to the parabolic equation is much
smaller than N´2{3 for times t " N´1{3. Hence, we find that the edge statistics of DBM match those
of the coupled GOE ensemble down to scale N´2{3, yielding the universality.
An additional input of our work is rigidity for Dyson Brownian motion. Rigidity for long times
t — 1 were established in [36] via matrix methods, and in the bulk this method was extended to short
times in [35]. In [31] rigidity in the bulk was established using purely dynamical methods. In this
work we need to establish rigidity at the edge; we chose to do so using matrix methods which is a
straightforward extension of [36, 40]. The purely dynamical approach does not appear to be easily
extended to the edge.
The remainder of the work is organized as follows. In 2 we define precisely our model and state
our main results. Our main contribution is in Section 3, which is our analysis of DBM via coupling as
outlined above. Section 4 contains an auxilliary calculation needed in Section 3. The local deformed
law is proven in Sections 5 and 6. Finally we analyze the regularity of the deformed semicircle law in
Section 7.
1.1 Asymptotic notation
The fundamental large parameter in our paper is N , the size of our matrices, and all asymptotic
notation is wrt N .
We use C to denote generic N -independent constants, the value of which may change from line to
line in proofs.
For two possibly N -dependent nonnegative parameters X, Y we use the notation
X — Y (1.2)
to denote the fact that there is a constant C ą 0 so that
1
C
X ĺ Y ĺ CX. (1.3)
For two possibly N -dependent parameters X and Y , with X possibly complex and Y nonnegative,
the notation
X ĺ OpY q, X “ OpY q (1.4)
means that |X| ĺ CY for some constant C ą 0. The notation X “ Y `OpZq means X ´ Y “ OpZq.
2 Definition of model and main results
In this paper we will consider models of the form
Ht :“ V `
?
tG (2.1)
where V is a deterministic diagonal matrix, and G is a GOE matrix. We define the Stieltjes transform
of V by
mV pzq “ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
Vi ´ z . (2.2)
WLOG we assume that Vi are in increasing order. We consider the following class of V .
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Definition 2.1. Let η˚ be a parameter satisfying
η˚ :“ N´φ˚ (2.3)
for some 0 ă φ˚ ĺ 2{3. We say that V is η˚-regular if
1. There is a constant CV ą 0 such that
1
CV
ηa
|E| ` η ĺ ImrmV pE ` iηqs ĺ CV
ηa
|E| ` η , ´1 ĺ E ĺ 0, η˚ ĺ η ĺ 10, (2.4)
and
1
CV
a
|E| ` η ĺ ImrmV pE ` iηqs ĺ CV
a
|E| ` η, 0 ĺ E ĺ 1, η1{2˚
a
|E| ` η˚ ĺ η ĺ 10.
(2.5)
2. There are no Vi in the interval r´1,´η˚s.
3. We have ||V || ĺ NCV for some CV ą 0.
There are many possible reformulations of the above assumptions. We summarize a few of these
observations in the remarks below.
Remark.
1. The motivation for the upper and lower bounds of assumption 1 is as follows. If mpzq is the
Stieltjes transform of a measure with density ρpxq such that ρpxq — 1txľ0u
?
x then the estimates
of assumption 1 holds for Imrmpzqs all z “ E ` iη near 0.
2. The first two assumptions 1, 2 are equivalent (up to constants) to the estimates of assumption 1
holding, as well as the estimate (2.4) holding in the larger regime 10 ľ η ľ 0 and ´1 ĺ E ĺ η˚.
3. The second assumption together with only the estimate (2.5) imply that (2.4) holds on a slightly
smaller domain ´1` c ĺ E ĺ 0, any c ą 0. For clarity, we have chosen to list both estimates of
assumption 1 regardless of this redundancy.
4. The choice of the interval r´1, 1s and the 10 in 10 ľ η in the first two assumptions plays no role,
it is only important that the estimates hold in an order 1 interval near 0. We just use the above
for notational simplicity.
5. Our main result below, Theorem 2.2, in fact holds under weaker assumptions regarding the
width of the interval on which we assume estimates for V - that is, the width of the interval may
go to 0 with N . For simplicity of proofs we have not explored the optimal assumption.
6. The above set-up is for an extremal eigenvalue at a left edge. Of course, one can consider also
a right edge, etc.
We now state our main result. We denote the eigenvalues of Ht by λi.
Theorem 2.2. Let V be η˚-regular. Let t satisfy N
´ε ľ t ľ N εη˚. Recall that Vi are indexed in
increasing order. Let i0 be the index of the first Vi ľ ´1{2. Fix k a nonnegative integer, and let
F : Rk`1 Ñ R be a test function such that
||F ||8 ĺ C, ||∇F ||8 ĺ C. (2.6)
There are deterministic scaling factors γ0 and E´ depending only on V such that,ˇˇˇ
ˇErF pγ0N2{3pλi0 ´ E´q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N2{3γ0pλi0`k ´ E´qqs
´ EpGOEqrF pN2{3pµ1 ` 2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N2{3pµ1`k ` 2qqs
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N´c (2.7)
for some c ą 0. The latter expectation is with respect to the eigenvalues µi of a GOE. The scaling
factor γ0 — 1 and the magnitude of E´ is bounded above.
In the next subsection we define the scaling factors γ0 and E´. They are defined in terms of the
free convolution of V and the semicircle distribution.
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2.1 Free convolution
The eigenvalue density of Ht is described by the free convolution of V with the semicircle distribution
at time t, which we denote by ρfc,t. The free convolution is well studied and we refer the reader to,
e.g., [13] for its properties. It is defined by its Stieltjes transform which is the unique solution to the
following fixed point equation, that has the property |mpzq| „ |1{z|,
mfc,t “ mV pz ` tmfc,tpzqq “ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
Vi ´ z ´ tmfc,tpzq . (2.8)
For t ą 0, the density ρfc,t is analytic and may be recovered by the Stieltjes inversion formula,
ρfc,tpEq “ lim
ηÑ0
Imrmfc,tpE ` iηqs
π
. (2.9)
The following lemma will be proven in Section 7. It follows from Lemma 7.8.
Lemma 2.3. Let V be η˚-regular and N
´ε ľ t ľ N εη˚. The support of the restriction of ρfc,t to
r´3{4, 3{4s consists of a single interval of the form rE´ptq, 3{4s where
|E´ptq| ĺ Ct logpNq (2.10)
for a constant C. For |E ´ E´| ĺ ct2 we have the expansion
ρfc,tpEq “ 1tEľE´uγ´1{20
a
E ´ E´
`
1` t´2Op|E ´ E´|q
˘
(2.11)
where the scaling factor γ0 is defined by
γ0 :“
˜
t3
N
ÿ
i
1
pVi ´ E´ ´ tmfc,tpE´qq3
¸´1{3
— 1. (2.12)
The scaling factors γ0 and E´ptq are those given in the statement of Theorem 2.2.
2.1.1 Free convolution properties and associated notation
In this short subsection we summarize some of the key properties of mfc,t. We also introduce some
notation which will be used when dealing with the free convolution. Define
κ :“ |E ´ E´|, ξpzq :“ z ` tmfc,tpzq, (2.13)
and
gi :“ 1
Vi ´ z ´ tmfc,t , Rk :“
1
N
ÿ
i
gki (2.14)
The following lemma is proved in Section 7. It follows from Lemma 7.9.
Lemma 2.4. Let V and t be as above. We have
Imrmfc,ts — η?
κ` η , ´3{4 ĺ E ĺ E´, (2.15)
and
Imrmfc,ts —
?
κ` η, E´ ĺ E ĺ 3{4. (2.16)
We will also use the notion of overwhelming probability.
Definition 2.5. We say that an event F or possibly a family of events Fu with u in some index set
I, hold with overwhelming probability if
inf
uPI
PrFus ľ 1´N´D (2.17)
for any D ą 0, for large enough N . We say that an event F1 holds with overwhelming probability on
an event F2 if
PrFc1 X F2s ĺ N´D (2.18)
for any D ą 0 for large enough N . We also have a similar notion as above for families of events
Fi,u, u P I.
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3 DBM calculations
In this section we fix two time scales
t0 “ N
ω0
N1{3
, t1 “ N
ω1
N1{3
, (3.1)
with
0 ă ω1 ă ω0{100. (3.2)
The purpose of the introduction of these scales is to first “regularize” the global eigenvalue density
that Ht follows. For times t0 ĺ t ĺ t0` t1 we use a coupling idea of [15], and couple the DBM process
started from Ht0 to a GOE ensemble. For times t0 ĺ t ĺ t0 ` t1 we will have to track the evolution
of the edge of the ensemble, but the scaling factor (i.e., the size of the eigenvalue gaps) will remain
approximately constant due to the fact that t1 ! t0.
Recall the definition of i0 as in the statement of Theorem 2.2. For t ľ 0 we define the process λi
by
dλi “ dBi´i0`1?
N
` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
λi ´ λj dt, (3.3)
with initial data
λip0q “ λipγ0Ht0q, (3.4)
where γ0 is as defined in Section 2.1. Note that for each time t, the process tλiptqui is distributed like
the eigenvalues of the matrix γ0V `
a
γ2
0
t0 ` tG where G is a GOE matrix. Above tBiu´NĺiĺN are
standard independent Brownian motions. In terms of the free convolution law, the edge of the λiptq
is given by
Eλptq :“ γ0E´pt0 ` t2{γ20q. (3.5)
Note that γ0 is fixed - it was chosen from time t0, but the edge continues to evolve in time.
The purpose of the re-scaling by γ0 is so that constant scaling the square root in (2.11) is changed
to 1 at time t0, matching the semicircle.
We now define µi as the unique strong solution to the SDE,
dµi “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
µi ´ µj dt, (3.6)
with initial data µip0q being distributed like the eigenvalues of a GOE matrix independent of Ht0 .
Then for each time t, the tµiptqui are distributed like the eigenvalues of
?
1` tG for G a GOE matrix,
and their edge is given by
Eµptq “ ´2
?
1` t. (3.7)
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let t1 be as above. With overwhelming probability, we have
|pλi0`i´1pt1q ´ Eλpt1qq ´ pµi ´ Eµpt1qq| ĺ
1
N2{3`c
(3.8)
for a c ą 0 and for any finite 1 ĺ i ĺ K.
Note that the Brownian motions for µ1 and λi0 are identical. At this point, we want to take
the difference of the µi and λj , but we need to pad each system with dummy particles so that the
difference is defined for all indices i.
More precisely, we let the system txiu´NĺiĺN of 2N ` 1 particles be defined by
dxi “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
xi ´ xj dt, (3.9)
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with initial data
xip0q “
$’&
’%
´3NCV ` iN, ´N ĺ i ĺ 1´ i0
λi`i0´1p0q, 2´ i0 ĺ i ĺ N ` 1´ i0
3NCV ` iN, N ` 2´ i0 ĺ i ĺ N
, (3.10)
and yi be defined by
dyi “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
yi ´ yj dt, (3.11)
with initial data
yip0q “
#
´3NCV ` iN, ´N ĺ i ĺ 0
µip0q, 1 ĺ i ĺ N
. (3.12)
The following follows from Appendix C of [34], and we omit the proof.
Lemma 3.2. With overwhelming probability, the following estimates hold. We have,
sup
0ĺtĺ1
sup
2´i0ĺiĺN`1´i0
|xiptq ´ λi`i0´1ptq| ĺ
1
N100
, (3.13)
and
sup
0ĺtĺ1
sup
1ĺiĺN
|yiptq ´ µiptq| ĺ 1
N100
, (3.14)
and
sup
0ĺtĺ1
x1´i0ptq ĺ ´2NCV
inf
0ĺtĺ1
xN`2´i0ptq ľ 2NCV
sup
0ĺtĺ1
y0ptq ĺ ´2NCV . (3.15)
3.1 Interpolation
While we would like to take the difference xi ´ yi directly, the equation that this function satisfies
is quite singular. Instead, we introduce an interpolation that results in a better equation. A similar
interpolation appeared in [34].
We define the following interpolating processes for 0 ĺ α ĺ 1.
dzipt, αq “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
ÿ
i
1
zipt, αq ´ zjpt, αqdt (3.16)
with initial data
zip0, αq :“ αxip0q ` p1´ αqyip0q. (3.17)
We define
mN pt, αq “ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
zipt, αq ´ z . (3.18)
Define ρx,t to be the free covolution of γ0V with the semicircle at time t0` t{γ20 . The edge is given by
Exptq “ Eλptq as above. Denote ρy,t to be the semicircle at time
?
1` t with edge Eyptq “ Eµptq as
above.
By our choice of γ0 (see Lemma 7.8) we have
ρx,0pE ` Exp0qq “ ρy,0pE ` Eyptqq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ |E|
t2
0
˙˙
, 0 ĺ E ĺ ct20 (3.19)
for some c ą 0. Let γx,iptq and γy,iptq be the quantiles - more precisely, we define them by
i
N
“
ż γx,iptq
´1{2
ρx,tpEqdE “
ż γy,iptq
´10
ρy,tpEqdE. (3.20)
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By the local law estimates of Section 5 (as well as a stochastic continuity argument as in Appendix B
of [34] to pass from fixed times t to all times) we know that there is a k˚ — N so that
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|zipt, 1q ´ γx,iptq| ĺ N
ε
i1{3N2{3
, 1 ĺ i ĺ k˚ (3.21)
with overwhelming probability, for any ε ą 0, and a similar estimate for zipt, 0q “ yiptq. An easy
calculation using (3.19) gives that
|pγx,ip0q ´ Exp0qq ´ pγy,ip0q ´Eyp0qq| ĺ C i
4{3
N2ω0N2{3
, (3.22)
for 1 ĺ i ĺ N6ω0{5{C.
3.1.1 Construction of a density for interpolating ensembles
We will need measures with well-behaved square root densities that give the eigenvalue density of the
interpolating ensembles. For this, we construct the following measures. First, let ρx,0 and ρy,0 as
above.
Define the eigenvalue counting functions near 0 by
nxpEq “
ż E
´1{2
dρx,0pE1q, nypEq “
ż E
´10
dρy,0pE1q, (3.23)
and then the eigenvalue counting functions by
nxpϕxpsqq “ s, nypϕypsqq “ s. (3.24)
Define now
ϕps, αq :“ αϕxpsq ` p1´ αqϕypsq (3.25)
on the domain
ϕps, αq : r0, k˚{N s Ñ rαExp0q ` p1´ αqEyp0q, αϕxpk˚{Nq ` p1´ αqϕypk˚{Nqs :“ Fα. (3.26)
Define now the inverse function npE,αq : Fα Ñ r0, k˚{N s by
npϕps, αq, αq “ s, (3.27)
and finally the density ρpE,αq on the interval Fα by
ρpE,αq :“ d
dE
npE,αq. (3.28)
From the inverse function theorem we see that
ρpE,αq “ `αpρxpϕxpnpE,αqqqq´1 ` p1´ αqpρypϕypnpE,αqqqq´1˘´1 (3.29)
from which we can deduce that
ρpE ` E´pαq, αq “ ρypE ` Eyp0qq
`
1`O `|E|{t20˘˘ , 0 ĺ E ĺ ct20. (3.30)
Using these, we need to construct measures µpE,αq to which mN p0, αq are close. We construct these
as follows.
dµpE,αq “ ρpE,αq1tEPFαudE `
1
N
ÿ
iĺ0
δzip0,αqpEq `
1
N
ÿ
iąk˚
δzip0,αqpEq. (3.31)
The motivation for this definition is as follows. We would like to take a deterministic density that
matches zip0, αq with which to take a free convolution with. However, we have no real control on the
density away from 0, so we can only find a deterministic density near 0 - this is the role of ρpE,αq -
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this density matches zip0, αq near 0. For the remaining particles which are an order 1 distance away
from our point of interest we just take δ functions. While this part of the measure is random, we can
control the effect that it has on deterministic quantities that we need.
We let now ρtpE,αq be the free convolution of µpαq with the semicircle at time t, and denote
the Stieltes transform by mtpz, αq. The properties of these measures are studied in Section 7.3. In
particular, they have a square root density which we denote by ρtpE,αq with an edge which we denote
by E´pt, αq.
With µ as constructed above, it is not hard to see that the difference mN pz, 0, αq´m0pz, αq obeys
the estimates outlined at the start of Section 6. Let γipt, αq be the classical eigenvalue locations wrt
ρtpE,αq. To be more precise, they are defined by
i
N
“
ż γipt,αq
E´pt,αq
ρtpE,αqdE. (3.32)
As a consequence of Section 6 we have the following.
Lemma 3.3. There is an i˚ — N so that the following estimates hold. We have,
sup
0ĺαĺ1
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|zipt, αq ´ γipt, αq| ĺ N
ε
N2{3i1{3
(3.33)
for 1 ĺ i ĺ i˚, for any ε ą 0 and with overwhelming probability.
While the measures ρtpE,αq are random, they obey estimates wrt deterministic quantities with
overwhelming probability. In particular, we see from Section 7.3 (more precisely, Lemmas 7.11 and
7.12) that
Lemma 3.4. For all 0 ĺ E ĺ cN´2εt20 we have
ρtpE ` E´pt, αqq “ ρy,tpE ` Ey,tq p1`O pN εt{t0qq , (3.34)
and
|RermtpE ` E´pt, αqq ´mtpE´pt, αqqs ´ Rermy,tpE ` Ey,tq ´mt,ypEy,tqs| ĺ C |E|N
ε
t0
, (3.35)
and for cN´2εt1t0 ĺ E ĺ 0,
|RermtpE ` E´pt, αqq ´mtpE´pt, αqqs ´ Rermy,tpE ` Ey,tq ´mt,ypEy,tqs| ĺ C |E|
1{2pt1q1{2N ε
t
1{2
0
.
(3.36)
as well as
|γˆipα, tq ´ γˆip0, tq| ĺ N ε i
2{3t
N2{3t0
. (3.37)
Additionally, we have the following esimates, as proven in Appendix E.
Lemma 3.5. We have,
|E´pt, 1q ´ Ex,t| ĺ N ε
ˆ
t3 ` t
N1{2
˙
(3.38)
and
|E´pt, 0q ´ Ey,t| ĺ N ε
ˆ
t3 ` t
N1{2
˙
. (3.39)
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3.2 Short-range approximation
It will be convenient to introduce the shifted zipt, αq,
z˜ipt, αq :“ zipt, αq ´ E´pt, αq, (3.40)
which obey the SDE
dz˜ipt, αq “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
ÿ
j
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αqdt` RermtpE´pt, αq, αqsdt. (3.41)
We also introduce the corresponding
γˆipt, αq :“ γipt, αq ´ E´pt, αq. (3.42)
We now construct a “short-range” set of indices A Ď rr´N,N ss ˆ rr´N,N ss. We choose A to be
symmetric, i.e., pi, jq P A iff pj, iq P A. The definition of A requires the choice of
ℓ :“ Nωℓ . (3.43)
We let
A :“
!
pi, jq : i, j ą 0, |i ´ j| ĺ ℓp10ℓ2 ` i2{3 ` j2{3q
)ď
tpi, jq : i, j ą i˚{2u
ď
tpi, jq : i, j ĺ 0u .
(3.44)
The following is not essential, but it will simplify notation. It is an exercise.
Lemma 3.6. For each i, the set tj : pi, jq P Au is an interval of natural numbers.
It will be convenient to introduce the following short-range summation notation. We define,
A,piqÿ
j
:“
ÿ
j:pi,jqPA
,
Ac,piqÿ
j
:“
ÿ
j:pi,jqRA
. (3.45)
We also need the integral analogs of the above. For each i, we define the interval
Iipα, tq :“ rγˆj´pα, tq, γˆj`pα, tqs (3.46)
where for each i, tj : pi, jq P Au :“ rrj´, j`ss. We remark that we are only going to use the classical
eigenvalue locations γipα, tq for indices 1 ĺ i ĺ cN for some small c ą 0 - for such locations, the
measure ρtpE,αq is well-behaved (i.e., here it has a square root density). In particular, the behavior
of the above intervals is relatively tame.
The short-range approximation to z˜ is the process zˆ defined as the solution to the following SDE.
It requires the choice of an additional parameter NωA . We introduce the notation
J pα, tq :“ r´1{2, γˆ3i˚{4pα, tqs, (3.47)
where i˚ is as in Lemma 3.3. Recall,
i˚ — N. (3.48)
For i ĺ 0 we let
dzˆipt, αq “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
A,piqÿ
j
1
zˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αq `
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
j
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq `RermtpE´pt, αq, αqs, (3.49)
for 1 ĺ i ĺ NωA ,
dzˆipt, αq “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
A,piqÿ
j
1
zˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αq `
ż
Ici p0,tq
1
zˆipt, αq ´ EρtpE ` E´pt, 0q, 0qdE
` RermtpE´pt, 0q, 0qsdt, (3.50)
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for NωA ĺ i ĺ i˚{2,
dzˆipt, αq “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
A,piqÿ
j
1
zˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αq `
ż
Ici pα,tqXJ pα,tq
1
zˆipt, αq ´ EρtpE `E´pt, αq, αqdE
`
ÿ
jľ3i˚{4,jĺ0
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq ` RermtpE´pt, αq, αqsdt (3.51)
and for i˚{2 ĺ i ĺ N ,
dzˆipt, αq “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
A,piqÿ
j
1
zˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αq `
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
j
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq `RermtpE´pt, αq, αqs, (3.52)
with initial data
zˆip0, αq “ z˜ip0, αq. (3.53)
We pause to review the hierarchy of scales that we have introduced. We have
t0 “ N
ω0
N1{3
, t1 “ N
ω1
N1{3
, ℓ “ N ℓ, NωA (3.54)
and
0 ă ω1 ! ωℓ ! ωA ! ω0. (3.55)
The purpose of the scale ℓ is to cut-off the effect of the initial data far from the edge - that is, for
large i, we do not have z˜ipt “ 0, α “ 1q „ z˜ipt “ 0, α “ 0q, whereas for small i they do in fact
match. Secondly, we will want to differentiate in α. The quantities that depend on α, i.e., ρtpE,αq are
approximately α independent near E “ 0 (after accounting for the drift BtE´pt, αq). This regularity
scale comes ω0, and so we fix a scale ωA ! ω0 on which we replace the α-dependent quantities by
α-independent quantities.
We now show that zˆipt, αq is a good approximation to z˜ipt, αq. Make the following choices of
parameters: choose ω1 ă ωℓ{10, ωℓ ă ωA{20 and ωA ă ω0{20. With these choices, the error term on
the RHS of (3.56) is ! N´2{3.
Lemma 3.7. With overwhelming probability,
sup
0ĺαĺ1
sup
i
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|z˜ipt, αq ´ zˆipt, αq| ĺ N
ε
N2{3
˜
Nω1
N2ωℓ
` N
ω1
N1{6
` N
2ωA{3`ω1
Nω0
` N
ωA{3`2ω1
Nω0
¸
(3.56)
for any ε ą 0.
Remark. The important error on the RHS is the term Nω1{N2ωℓ . More precisely, it is important
that ωℓ appear with a power strictly greater than 1, for later estimates.
Proof. Let vi “ z˜i ´ zˆi. We have the equation
Btv “ B1v ` V1v ` ζ, (3.57)
where B1 is the operator defined by
pB1vqi “ 1
N
A,piqÿ
j
vi ´ vj
pz˜ipαq ´ z˜jpαqqpzˆipαq ´ zˆjpαqq (3.58)
the operator V1 is diagonal: pV1vqi “ V1piqvi, where for V1piq “ 0 for i ĺ 0 or i ľ i˚{2 and for
1 ĺ i ĺ NωA ,
V1piq “ ´
ż
Ici p0,tq
ρtpE `E´pt, 0q, 0q
pz˜ipα, tq ´Eqpzˆipα, tq ´Eq (3.59)
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and for NωA ĺ i ĺ i˚{2,
V1piq “ ´
ż
Ici pα,tqXJ pα,tq
ρtpE ` E´pt, αq, αq
pz˜ipα, tq ´ Eqpzˆipα, tq ´ Eq . (3.60)
In particular
V1 ĺ 0, (3.61)
and so the semigroup of B1`V1 is a contraction on every ℓp space. Hence, for the difference we have,
vptq “
ż t
0
UB1`V1ps, tqζpsqds (3.62)
and so
||vptq||8 ĺ t sup
0ĺsĺt
||ζpsq||8, (3.63)
and so we must estimate ||ζ||8.
The error term ζ is given by ζi “ 0 for i ĺ 0 and i ľ i˚{2, and for 1 ĺ i ĺ NωA , it is given by
ζi :“
ż
Ici p0,tq
ρtpE `E´p0, tq, 0q
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
j
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq
` RermtpE´pt, αq, αqs ´ RermtpE´pt, 0q, 0qs, (3.64)
and for NωA ĺ i ĺ i˚{2 by
ζi :“
ż
Ici pα,tqXJ pα,tq
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´E ´
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
jĺ3i˚{4
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq . (3.65)
We need to estimate ||ζ||8. This term is controlled byˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇż
J pα,tqzIipα,tq
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
0ăjă3i˚{4
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ĺ N ε
N5{3
Ac,piqÿ
0ăjă3i˚{4
1
pγˆi ´ γˆjq2j1{3
ĺ CN
ε
N1{3
Ac,piqÿ
0ăjă3i˚{4
i2{3 ` j2{3
pi´ jq2j1{3 .
(3.66)
We first estimate,
Ac,piqÿ
jąi
i2{3 ` j2{3
pi´ jq2j1{3 ĺ C
Ac,piqÿ
jąi
j1{3
pi´ jq2
ĺ C
Ac,piqÿ
jąi
i1{3
pi´ jq2 `
1
pi´ jq5{3
ĺ C i
1{3
ℓpℓ2 ` i2{3q `
C
pℓpℓ2 ` i2{3qq2{3 . (3.67)
We also have
Ac,piqÿ
jăi
i2{3 ` j2{3
pi´ jq2j1{3 ĺ C
Ac,piqÿ
jăi{2
i2{3
pi` ℓpℓ2 ` i2{3qq2j1{3 ` C
Ac,piqÿ
iąjąi{2
i1{3
pi´ jq2
ĺ C i
4{3
pi` ℓpℓ2 ` i2{3qq2 ` C
i1{3
ℓpℓ2 ` i2{3q ĺ C
i1{3
ℓpℓ2 ` i2{3q . (3.68)
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Hence,
CN ε
N1{3
Ac,piqÿ
0ăjă3i˚{4
i2{3 ` j2{3
pi´ jq2j1{3 ĺ
CN ε
N1{3N2ωℓ
. (3.69)
In conclusion, for i ľ NωA ,
|ζi| ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
N1{3N2ωℓ
˙
(3.70)
for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability. We now need to bound ζi for 1 ĺ i ĺ NωA . We rewrite
it as follows.
ζi “
¨
˝ż
Ici pα,tq
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
j
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq
˛
‚
` RermtpE´pt, αq, αq ´mtpz˜ipt, αq ` E´pt, αq, αq ´mtpE´pt, 0q, 0q `mtpz˜ipt, αq `E´pt, 0q, 0qs
`
˜ż
Iipα,tq
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
ż
Iip0,tq
ρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0q
z˜ipt, αq ´ E
¸
“: B1 `B2 `B3. (3.71)
For the term B1 we rewrite it as
B1 “
ż
J pα,tqzIipα,tq
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´E ´
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
0ăjă3i˚{4
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq (3.72)
`
ż
J cpα,tq
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
jă0,jľ3i˚{4
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq (3.73)
The term (3.72) was handled above and is bounded by N ε{pN1{3`2ωℓq. Now we estimate the term
(3.73) we write. Fix for the moment an auxilliary scale η1. We write (3.73) as
ż
J cpα,tq
ρpE `E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
1
N
Ac,piqÿ
jă0,jľ3i˚{4
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq
“
˜ż
J cpα,tq
ρpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
ż
J cpα,tq
ρpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ` iη1
¸
(3.74)
`
¨
˝ Ac,piqÿ
jă0,jľ3i˚{4
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq ` iη1 ´
Ac,piqÿ
jă0,jľ3i˚{4
1
z˜ipt, αq ´ z˜jpt, αq
˛
‚
`
¨
˝ 1
N
ÿ
1ĺjĺ3i˚{4
1
z˜ipα, tq ´ z˜jpα, tq ` iη1 ´
ż
Jpα,tq
ρpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ` iη1
˛
‚
`pmN pz˜ipα, tq ` iη, t, αq ´mtpz˜ipα, tq ` iη1, αqq “: A1 `A2 `A3 `A4. (3.75)
By the local law we have
|A4| ĺ N
ε
Nη1
(3.76)
with overwhelming probability. The term A2 is bounded by
|A2| ĺ η1CImrmN pz˜ipt, αq ` i, αqs ĺ η1C (3.77)
with overwhelming probability. Similarly, |A1| ĺ η1C. A similar calculation to above yields
|A3| ĺ N
ε
Nη1
. (3.78)
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We optimize and choose η1 “ N´1{2. Hence, we see that
|B1| ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
N1{3N2ωℓ
` 1
N1{2
˙
. (3.79)
From Lemma 3.4 we see
|B2| ĺ N
ε
N1{3
N2ωA{3
Nω0
` N
εNω1{2
N1{3Nω0{2
. (3.80)
Here we used the fact that the largest index j`piq such that pj, iq P A can be bounded by
j`piq ĺ Cpℓ3 ` iq ĺ CNωA. (3.81)
We rewrite B3 as
B3 “
˜ż
Iipα,tq
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
ż
Iipα,tq
ρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0q
z˜ipt, αq ´ E
¸
`
˜ż
Iipα,tq
ρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0q
z˜ipt, αq ´ E ´
ż
Iip0,tq
ρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0q
z˜ipt, αq ´ E
¸
“: D1 `D2. (3.82)
Starting with D2 we first see that
|Iipα, tq∆Iip0, tq| ĺ N
εNω1pN2ωℓ ` i2{3q
N2{3Nω0
(3.83)
where ∆ is symmetric difference, and we used (3.37). On the above symmetric difference, the integrand
is bounded by ˇˇˇ
ˇρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0qz˜ipt, αq ´E
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N1{3pℓ` i1{3qqℓpℓ2 ` i2{3q , (3.84)
and so
|D2| ĺ CN
ε
N1{3
NωA{3Nω1
NωℓNω0
, (3.85)
with overwhelming probability. For D1, the integral is a principal value so we have to do some minor
case analysis to deal with the logarithmic singularity. First assume i ľ N δ for a δ ă ωℓ{10. Then in
particular we know that z˜ipt, αq is at least distance N´2 away from the boundary of Iipα, tq, and also
that |z˜ipt, αq ą N´2. Then, using (3.34) we have
|D1| ĺ CN
εNω1pℓ2 ` i2{3q
N1{3Nω0
ż
Iipα,tqX|E´z˜ipα,tq|ąN´50
1
|z˜ipα, tq ´ E|
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|z˜ipα,tq´E|ăN´50
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq ´ ρtpE `E´p0, tq, 0q
z˜ipt, αq ´ E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ . (3.86)
For the second term, we have on the domain of integration that |ρ1tpE`E´pα, tq, αq| ĺ C|z˜ipt, αq|´1{2 ĺ
CN , and so ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
|z˜ipα,tq´E|ăN´50
ρtpE ` E´pα, tq, αq ` ρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0q
z˜ipt, αq ´ E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N´10. (3.87)
Therefore, in the case that i ą N δ we have
|D1| ĺ CN
εNω1pN2ωA{3q
N1{3Nω0
(3.88)
for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability. We now consider i ĺ N δ. First of all, if |z˜ipt, αq| ľ N´100,
then the above argument goes through and we obtain the same bound for D1. So we assume that
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|z˜ipt, αq| ĺ N´100. We break the integral up into a few pieces (note that in this case 0 P Iipα, tq).
Denote the integrand by GpEq. We write D1 as
D1 “
ż
Iipα,tqXEąN´50
GpEq `
ż
3z˜i{2ăEăN´50
GpEq `
ż
z˜i{2ăEă3z˜i{2
GpEq `
ż
0ĺEĺz˜i{2
GpEq
“: I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4. (3.89)
The term I1 can be handled as in the case i ą N δ. For I2, we just use that the integrand is bounded
by C|E|´1{2 and so |I2| ĺ CN´25. If z˜ipα, t| ĺ 0 then I3 “ I4 “ 0. So we consider the case that
z˜ipα, tq ą 0. For I3 that |ρ1tpE ` E´pt, αq, αq| ĺ C|z˜ipα, tq|´1{2 on the domain of integration of I3 to
obtain |I3| ĺ C|z˜ipt, αq|1{2 ĺ CN´25. For I4 we bound the integrand |GpEq| ĺ C|E|´1{2 and obtain
|I4| ĺ CN´25.
This proves that
|D1| ĺ CN
εNω1pN2ωA{3q
N1{3Nω0
(3.90)
for any i. We get the claim.
The above implies the following, due to the fact that the choices of our parameters ensure that
the RHS of (3.56) is bounded by
1
N2{3
N εNω1
N2ωℓ
, (3.91)
i.e., the first error term is the largest.
Lemma 3.8. Let i ĺ N3ωℓ`δ for δ ă ωℓ ´ ω1. Then,
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
|zˆipα, tq ´ γˆipα, tq| ĺ N
ε
N2{3i1{3
(3.92)
with overwhelming probability.
3.3 Differentiation
Let uipt, αq :“ Bαzˆipt, αq. We see that u satisfies the equation,
Btu “ Lu` ζp0q, (3.93)
where the operator L is as follows, and ζp0q is a forcing term as follows. First,
L “ B ` V (3.94)
where
pBuqi “ 1
N
A,piqÿ
j
uj ´ ui
pz˜ipα, tq ´ z˜jpα, tqq2 , pVuqi “ Viui (3.95)
where for 1 ĺ i ĺ NωA ,
Vi “ ´
ż
Iip0,tq
ρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0q
pz˜ipα, tq ´Eq2 (3.96)
for NωA ĺ i ĺ i˚{2,
Vi “ ´
ż
Iipα,tq
ρtpE ` Epα, tq, αq
pz˜ipα, tq ´Eq2 (3.97)
and Vi is 0 otherwise. The error term ζ
p0q is 0 unless i ĺ 0 or i ľ NωA , and it comes from the Bα
derivative hitting all the other terms. It is not too hard to check that
|ζp0qi | ĺ NC , (3.98)
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for some C ą 0, with overwhelming probability. We also make the definition
Bij “ ´ 1
N
1
pzˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αqq2 . (3.99)
Additionally, we introduce the ℓp norms,
||u||p “
˜ÿ
i
|ui|p
¸1{p
, ||u||8 “ max
i
|ui| “ lim
pÑ8
||u||p. (3.100)
3.4 Long range cut-off
First, we have the following finite speed of propogation estimate. It follows from Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 3.9. For all small δ ą 0, we have the following. Let a ĺ N3ωℓ`δ and b ľ N3ωℓ`2δ. Then
sup
0ĺsĺtĺ10t1
ULabps, tq ` ULbaps, tq ĺ N´D (3.101)
for any D ą 0 with overwhelming probability.
Fix now a small δv ą 0. Define vi to be the solution to
Btv “ Lv, vip0q “ uip0q1t1ĺiĺN3ωℓ`δvu. (3.102)
By Lemma 3.9 and the fact that ULij “ 0 for i ľ 1 and j ĺ 0 or i ĺ 0 and j ľ 1, we immediately see
the following.
Lemma 3.10. We have
sup
0ĺtĺ10t1
sup
1ĺiĺℓ3
|uiptq ´ viptq| ĺ N´100. (3.103)
3.5 Energy estimate
We require the following energy estimate.
Lemma 3.11. Let δ1 ą 0 be small. Let w P RN , wi “ 0 for i ľ ℓ3N δ or i ĺ 0. Then for all ε ą 0
and all η ą 0 there is a constant C (independent of ε and ηq s.t. for 0 ĺ t ĺ 2t1,
||ULp0, tqw||8 ĺ Cpp, ηq
ˆ
NCη`ε
N1{3t
˙3p1´6ηq{p
||w||p. (3.104)
For its proof we need the following Sobolev-type inequality from [14].
Lemma 3.12. For all η ą 0 there exists a cη ą 0 s.t.
ÿ
i‰jPZ`
pui ´ ujq2
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η ľ cη
¨
˝ ÿ
iPZ`
|ui|p
˛
‚
2{p
. (3.105)
The above lemma is used in the following which is proved via the Nash method, from which Lemma
3.11 follows. It is very similar to that appearing in [14].
Lemma 3.13. Let 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ t1. Let δ1 ą 0 satisfy
0 ă δ1 ă ωℓ ´ ω1. (3.106)
Let w be a vector s.t. wi “ 0 for i ľ ℓ3N δ1 and i ĺ 0. Let η ą 0 and ε ą 0. There is a C ą 0
independent of ε and η and a constant cη s.t. the following hold with overwhelming probability for all
0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 5t1.
||ULps, tqw||2 ĺ
ˆ
1
pcηN´Cη´εN1{3pt´ sqq3{2
˙1´6η
||w||1 (3.107)
and
|| `ULps, tq˘T w||2 ĺ
ˆ
1
pcηN´Cη´εN1{3pt´ sqq3{2
˙1´6η
||w||1 (3.108)
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Proof. We start with (3.107). This is a modification of the argument that uses the usual Nash
approach. We provide all the details for completeness. Fix δ2 and δ3 s.t.
0 ă δ1 ă δ2 ă δ3 ă ωℓ ´ ω1. (3.109)
For notational simplicity we just do s “ 0. Fix η ą 0. Let
p “ 3
1` η . (3.110)
Assume that
||wp0q||1 “ 1. (3.111)
We can also assume that
||wpuq||p ľ 1
N100
, 0 ĺ u ĺ t (3.112)
or else
||wptq||8 ĺ 1
N95
(3.113)
by the contraction property. We have
||wpuq||2p ĺ
ÿ
i,jPZ`
pwi ´ wjq2
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η
ĺ
ÿ
pi,jqPA
pwi ´ wjq2
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η ` C
ÿ
i
Ac,piqÿ
j
w2i
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η . (3.114)
We have
ÿ
pi,jqPA
pwi ´ wjq2
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η ĺ
ÿ
pi,jqPA
i or jĺℓ3Nδ2
pwi ´ wjq2
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η `
ÿ
pi,jqPA
i,jľℓ3Nδ2
pwi ´wjq2
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η . (3.115)
By Lemma 3.9, ÿ
pi,jqPA
i,jľℓ3Nδ2
pwi ´ wjq2
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η ĺ
1
N400
. (3.116)
If pi, jq P A and i or j is less than ℓ3N δ2 then both i and j are less than ℓ3N δ3 . By Lemma 3.8 we
have
|zˆi ´ zˆj | ĺ N
ε|i2{3 ´ j2{3|
N2{3
(3.117)
for all ε ą 0 for such i and j. Therefore,
ÿ
pi,jqPA
i or jĺℓ3Nδ2
pwi ´ wjq2
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η ĺ ´N
´1{3N ε`Cη
ÿ
i,j
Bijpwi ´ wjq2 “ ´N´1{3N ε`Cηxw,Bwy. (3.118)
(recall Bij are negative). Similarly,
ÿ
i
Ac,piqÿ
j
w2i
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η ĺ
ÿ
iĺℓ2Nδ3
Ac,piqÿ
j
w2i
|i2{3 ´ j2{3|2´η `
1
N200
ĺ ´NCηN´1{3
ÿ
iĺℓ3Nδ3
w2i Vi `
1
N400
ĺ ´NCηN´1{3xw,Vwy ` 1
N400
. (3.119)
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From (3.116), (3.118) and (3.119) we obtain
||wpuq||2p ĺ ´N ε`CηN´1{3 ă w,Lw ą `
1
10
||wpuq||2p (3.120)
Therefore
Bu||wpuq||22 “ xw,Lwy
ĺ ´cηN´1{3N´ε´Cη||wpuq||2p
ĺ ´cηN´1{3N´ε´Cη||wpsq||
8´4η
3
2
||wptq||
´2´4η
3
1
ĺ ´cηN´1{3N´ε´Cη||wpsq||
8´4η
3
2
||wp0q||
´2´4η
3
1
(3.121)
where in the second inequality we used Holder and in the last we used the ℓ1 contractivity of UL.
From this we obtain
||wptq||2 ĺ
ˆ
1
pcηN´Cη´εN1{3tq3{2
˙1´6η
||wp0q||1 (3.122)
as desired.
The proof of (3.108) is identical and follows by duality. One considers the function
wpuq “ ULpu, tqw (3.123)
which satisfies
Buwpuq “ Lpuqwpuq. (3.124)
Note that the only inputs in the proof of (3.107) are time-independent lower bounds on L and Lemma
3.9 which holds for both UL and pULqT .
Proof of Lemma 3.11. Let
0 ă δ1 ă δ2 ă ωℓ ´ ω1. (3.125)
Let χ2piq “ 1t1ĺiĺℓ3Nδ2u. Let v have ||v||1 “ 1. We have,
xULp0, tqw, vy “ xw, pULqT vy “ xw, pULqTχ2vy ` xw, pULqT p1´ χ2qvy. (3.126)
We have by Lemma 3.9,
|xw, pULqT p1´ χ2qvy| ĺ 1
N100
||w||2||v||1. (3.127)
By Cauchy-Schwartz and Lemma 3.13ˇˇxw, pULqTχ2vyˇˇ ĺ ||w||2||pULqTχ2v||2
ĺ ||w||2
ˆ
1
pcηN´Cη´εN1{3tq3{2
˙1´6η
||v||1. (3.128)
Hence,
||ULp0, tqw||8 ĺ
ˆ
1
pcηN´Cη´εN1{3tq3{2
˙1´6η
||w||2 (3.129)
and so by the semigroup property,
||ULp0, tqw||8 ĺ
ˆ
1
pcηN´Cη´εN1{3tq3
˙1´6η
||w||1. (3.130)
The rest follows from interpolation.
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3.6 Proof of Theorem 3.1
For notational simplicity we just do i “ 1. By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 we have,
|λi0pt1q ´ Eλpt1q ´ pµ1pt1q ´ Eµpt1qq| ĺ |zˆ1p1, t1q ´ zˆ1p0, t1q| `
1
N2{3`c
, (3.131)
with overwhelming probability. By the definition of uiptq we have
zˆ1p1, t1q ´ zˆ1p0, t1q “
ż α
0
u1pt1, αqdα. (3.132)
By Markov’s inequality and Lemma 3.10 we have with overwhelming probability,ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
1
0
u1pt1, αqdα
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N´10 `
ż
1
0
v1pt1, αqdα. (3.133)
Note that by (3.22) we see that
||vp0q||4 ĺ N
ε1
N2{3
(3.134)
for any ε1 ą 0, with overwhelming probability. Hence by Lemma 3.11 and Markov again we get thatˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
1
0
v1pt1, αqdα
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N2ε1N cω1 1N2{3 (3.135)
with overwhelming probability. This yields the claim.
4 Finite speed calculations
The following method for getting bounds on UL originates from [16].
Lemma 4.1. Let L and UL be as above. Fix a small δ ą 0 satisfying δ ă ωℓ ´ ω1. Let ω1 ă ωℓ. For
any a ľ N3ωℓ`δ and b ĺ N3ωℓ`δ{2 and fixed s we have
sup
sĺtĺ10t1
ULabps, tq ` ULbaps, tq ĺ N´D (4.1)
for any D ą 0.
Proof. For notational simplicity we take s “ 0. Let ψpxq be a function as follows. We let
ψ “ ´x, |x| ĺ N
2ωℓN δ2{3
N2{3
, (4.2)
and
ψ1pxq “ 0, |x| ą 2N
2ωℓN δ2{3
N2{3
, (4.3)
and demand that |ψpxq ´ ψpyq| ĺ |x´ y| and |ψ1pxq| ĺ 1, that ψ be decreasing, and
|ψ2pxq| ĺ C N
2{3
N2ωℓ`2δ{3
. (4.4)
We consider a solution of
Btf “ Lf (4.5)
with initial data fip0q “ δp˚ for any p˚ ľ N δN3ωℓ “: p. We consider the function
F ptq :“
ÿ
k
f2k e
νψpzˆkpt,αq´γˆppt,αqq “:
ÿ
k
f2kφ
2
k “:
ÿ
k
v2k (4.6)
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This is obeying the equation
dF “ ´
ÿ
pi,jqPA
Bijpvi ´ vjq2dt´
ÿ
i
Viv
2
i dt (4.7)
`
ÿ
pi,jqPA
Bijvivj
ˆ
φi
φj
` φj
φi
´ 2
˙
(4.8)
` ν
ÿ
i
v2kψ
1pzˆi ´ γˆpqdpzˆi ´ γˆiq (4.9)
`
ÿ
i
v2i
ˆ
ν2
N
pψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpqq2 ` ν
N
ψ2pz˜i ´ γˆpq
˙
dt. (4.10)
We define a stopping time τ as follows. We can take τ1 to be a stopping time so that for t ă τ1 the
rigidity estimates of Lemma 3.7 and (3.33) hold, for a small ε ą 0 with ε ă δ{1000. With overwhelming
probability, τ ľ 10t1. Take τ2 to be the first time that F ľ 5, and then τ “ τ1 ^ τ2 ^ 10t1. We want
to prove τ “ 10t1 with overwhelming probability. In the remainder of the proof we work with times
t ă τ .
We note that ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆiq “ 0 unless i ĺ CN3ωℓ`δ for some C ą 0. Moreover, if i ĺ CN3ωℓ`δ and
pi, jq P A, then j ĺ C 1N3ωℓ`δ. From this we see that the nonzero terms in the sum in (4.8) have both
i, j ĺ CN3ωℓ`δ. For such terms we have
|zˆi ´ zˆj | ĺ ℓ
2N δ{3
N2{3
. (4.11)
Hence, if
νℓ2N δ{3
N2{3
ĺ C, (4.12)
then ÿ
pi,jqPA
Bijvivj
ˆ
φi
φj
` φj
φi
´ 2
˙
ĺ Cν
2
N
ÿ
i
v2i
ÿ
j:pj,iqPA
1tφj‰φiu
ĺ ν
2ℓ3N2δ{3
N
F ptq. (4.13)
The term (4.10) is easily bounded byˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
i
v2i
ˆ
ν2
N
pψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpqq2 ` ν
N
ψ2pzˆi ´ γˆpq
˙ˇˇˇˇˇ ĺ C ˆν2
N
` ν
N1{3N2ωℓ`2δ{3
˙
F ptq. (4.14)
Now we deal with (4.9). Recall that ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpq ‰ 0 only if i ĺ CN3ωℓ`δ ! NωA . Hence, for such i we
have
dpzˆipα, tq ´ γˆppα, tqq “ dBi?
N
` 1
N
A,piqÿ
j
1
zˆipt, αq ´ zˆjpt, αq `
ż
Icp0,tq
1
zˆipt, αq ´ EρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0qdE
` RermtpE´pt, 0q, 0s ` Rermtpγˆppα, tq ` E´pα, tq, αqs ´ RermtpE´pα, tq, αqs.
(4.15)
By the definition of τ and the BDG inequality, we have with overwhelming probability,
sup
0ĺtĺτ
ż t
0
ÿ
i
v2i ψ
1pzˆi ´ γˆpqν dBi?
N
ĺ CN ε
ˆ
ν2Nω1
N4{3
˙1{2
. (4.16)
Next,
ν
N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpqv2i
zˆi ´ zˆj “
ν
2N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpqpv2i ´ v2j q
zˆi ´ zˆj `
ν
2N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
v2i
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpq ´ ψ1pzˆj ´ γˆpq
zˆi ´ zˆj .
(4.17)
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The latter sum is bounded by
ν
2N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
v2i
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpq ´ ψ1pzˆj ´ γˆpq
zˆi ´ zˆj ĺ C
ν
N1{3pN2ωℓ`2δ{3q
ÿ
i
v2i
A,piqÿ
j
1tψ1pzˆi´γˆpq‰ψ1pzˆj´γˆpqu
ĺ C νN
ωℓ
N1{3
F ptq. (4.18)
For the first term we use the Schwarz inequality, obtaining
ν
2N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpqpv2i ´ v2j q
zˆi ´ zˆj “
ν
2N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpqpvi ´ vjqpvi ` vjqq
zˆi ´ zˆj
ĺ 1
100N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
pvi ´ vjq2
pzˆi ´ zˆjq2
` Cν
2
2N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpq2pv2i ` v2j q (4.19)
The second sum is bounded by
Cν2
2N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpq2pv2i ` v2j q ĺ
Cν2N3ωℓN2δ{3
N
F ptq. (4.20)
In summary, we have estimated
ν
N
ÿ
pi,jqPA
ψ1pzˆi ´ γˆpqv2i
zˆi ´ zˆj ĺ
1
100
ÿ
pi,jqPA
Bijpvi ´ vjq2 ` F ptqC
˜
νNωℓ
N1{3
` ν
2N3ωℓN2δ{3
N
¸
. (4.21)
Returning to (4.15) we writeż
Icp0,tq
1
zˆipt, αq ´ EρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0qdE
`RermtpE´pt, 0q, 0s ` Rermtpγˆppα, tq ` E´pα, tq, αqs ´RermtpE´pα, tq, αqs
“
˜ż
Icp0,tq
1
zˆipt, αq ´ EρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0qdE ` Rermtpγˆppα, tq ` E´p0, tq, 0qs
¸
`
„
RermtpE´pt, 0q, 0s ` Rermtpγˆppα, tq ` E´pα, tq, αqs
´RermtpE´pα, tq, αqs ´ Rermtpγˆppα, tq ` E´p0, tq, 0qs

“: A1 `A2. (4.22)
By (3.35) we have
|A2| ĺ N εN
2ωℓ`2δ{3
N1{3Nω0
. (4.23)
Using ρtpγˆ2ppα, tq ` E´p0, tq, 0q ĺ CNωℓN δ{3{N1{3 we see that
|A1| ĺ
˜ż
Eľγˆ2ppα,tq
ˆ
1
zˆipt, αq ´ E ´
1
γˆppα, tq ´ E
˙
ρtpE ` E´p0, tq, 0q
¸
` CN
ωℓ`δ{3
N1{3
. (4.24)
It is easy to see that the first term is bounded by˜ż
Eľγˆ2ppα,tq
ˆ
1
zˆipt, αq ´ E ´
1
γˆppα, tq ´ E
˙
ρtpE `E´p0, tq, 0q
¸
ĺC|z˜ipα, tq ´ γˆppα, tq|ImrmtpE´p0, tq ` iγˆppα, tq, 0qs
γˆppα, tq ĺ C
b
γˆppα, tq ĺ CN
ωℓ`δ{3
N1{3
. (4.25)
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Collecting the above, we see that, using ω1 ĺ ωℓ{2, and ωℓ ă ω0{10,
sup
0ĺsĺτ
F psq ĺ
˜
ν2N4ωℓ`2δ{3
N4{3
` νN
ωℓ`ω1`δ{3
N2{3
¸
` F p0q. (4.26)
under the condition (4.12). Hence if we choose
ν “ N
2{3
N2ωℓ`2δ{3
N ε1 (4.27)
for ε1 ă δ{10, then we see by continuity that τ “ 10t1 with overwhelming probability, and so
sup
0ĺsĺ10t1
F psq ĺ 5 (4.28)
with overwhelming probability. Now if i ĺ N3ωℓ`δ{2, we see that
ν|zˆipt, αq ´ γˆppt, αq| ľ cN ε1 (4.29)
with overwhelming probability.
This yields,
ULip˚p0, tq ĺ N´D (4.30)
for such i, p˚ with overwhelming probabilty. The proof for U
L
p˚i
is the same; instead, use ψ Ñ ´ψ and
set the initial condition to be a fj “ δij .
It will be convenient to establish the above estimate holding simultaneously for all 0 ĺ s ĺ t ĺ 10t1.
We will require the following.
Lemma 4.2. Let ui be a solution of
Btu “ Lu, (4.31)
with uip0q ľ 0. Then for 0 ĺ t ĺ 10t1 we have
1
2
ÿ
i
uip0q ĺ
ÿ
i
uiptq ĺ
ÿ
i
uip0q (4.32)
with overwhelming probability.
Proof. We see that
Bt
ÿ
i
ui “
ÿ
i
Viui. (4.33)
With overwhelming probability,
´ Vi ĺ CN
1{3
Nωℓ
. (4.34)
The claim follows from applying Gronwall to
Bt
ÿ
ui ľ ´
˜
C
N1{3
Nωℓ
¸ÿ
i
ui. (4.35)
Lemma 4.3. Let δ, ε ą 0. Let a ĺ N3ωℓ`δ{2 and b ľ N3ωℓ`δ`ε. Then,
sup
0ĺsĺtĺ10t1
ULabps, tq ` ULbaps, tq ĺ N´D (4.36)
with overwhelming probability.
Proof. We have,
ULaip0, tq ľ ULabps, tqULbip0, sq. (4.37)
By the previous lemma, we have that
ř
i U
L
bip0, sq ľ 1{2. By the first finite speed estimate we know
that ULbi ĺ N´100 for any i ĺ N3ωℓ`δ`ε{2. Hence there is an i˚ ľ N3ωℓ`δ so that ULbi˚p0, sq ľ 1{p4Nq.
But then also by the first finite speed estimate,
ULai˚p0, tq ĺ N´D. (4.38)
Hence we get ULabps, tq ĺ N´D`2. The estimate for ULbaps, tq is similar.
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5 Local law for t ľ N1{3
In this section we are going to prove a local law for Ht. We will use notation introduced in Section
2.1.1, i.e., κ, ξ, etc.
Let us denote the matrix elements of Ht by
pHtqij “ Viδij `
?
thij . (5.1)
We will also use the notation
t “ N
ω
N1{3
, ω ą 0. (5.2)
Fix a σ ą 0. Define the domain
Dσ :“
"
E ` iη : 3{4 ľ E ľ E´,
?
κ` η ľ N
σ
Nη
*ď!
E ` iη : ´3{4 ĺ E ĺ E´, η ľ Nσ{N2{3
)
. (5.3)
The main theorem of this section is the following. The derivation of rigidity estimates such as (3.21)
from such an estimate is standard - we refer, to, e.g., [21, 31].
Theorem 5.1. Let σ ą 0. For any ε ą 0, we have with overwhelming probability that the following
estimates hold for all z P Dσ. First, for E ĺ E´ we have
|mN pzq ´mfc,tpzq| ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η
˙
. (5.4)
For E ľ E´ we have,
|mN pzq ´mfc,tpzq| ĺ N
ε
Nη
. (5.5)
We introduce now some notation and estimates used in the proof. The Schur complement formula
gives,
Giipzq :“ 1
Vi ´ z ´ tmfc,t ` Zi (5.6)
where
Zi “tpmN ´mfc,tq `
?
thii ` tAi ` tBi ` tpmpiqN ´mN q
“ tpmN ´mfc,tq ` tpmpiqN ´mN q `QipG´1ii q. (5.7)
Here we defined,
Ai “
ÿ
j‰k
hijG
piq
jkhki, Bi “
ÿ
j
ph2ij ´ 1{NqGpiqjj . (5.8)
Let
Λ :“ |mN ´mfc,t|, Φ :“
c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` Λ
Nη
. (5.9)
We have the following esimates for the above parameters. They are standard, see, e.g., [35].
Lemma 5.2. We have,
t|mpiqN ´mN | ĺ
t
Nη
ImrGiis
|Gii| ĺ
t
Nη
(5.10)
For any ε ą 0 we have with overwhelming probability that
t|Ai| ` t|Bi| ĺ N εt
˜
ImrmpiqN s
Nη
¸1{2
ĺ CN ε
˜
t
Nη
` t
d
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
¸
. (5.11)
We have,
|QipG´1ii q| ĺ N ε
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` t
Nη
¸
(5.12)
Due to how some quantities appearing in the self-consistent equation for mN behave, it will be
notationally convenient to split the proof of the above theorem into two parts. We will first consider
z P Dσ s.t. E ľ E´ ´ C1t2 for any (fixed) C1 ą 0. After this we sketch how the proof is modifed to
deal with the remaining part of Dσ.
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5.1 Proof for E ľ E´ ´ t
2
In this section we prove the following.
Proposition 5.3. Fix C1 ą 0. Theorem 5.1 holds in the domain
D1 :“ Dσ X
 
z “ E ` iη : E ľ E´ ´ C1t2
(
. (5.13)
In preparation we note the behaviour of a few parameters appearing in the proof. The proofs are
provided in Lemma 7.5. First, we note that for z P D1, that there is a c ą 0 so that
|Vi ´ ξ| ľ cpt2 ` η ` tImrmfc,tsq — t2 ` η ` t|E ´ E´|1{21tEľE´u. (5.14)
For z P D1 we have,
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|p ĺ C t` η
1{2 ` Imrmfc,ts
pt2 ` Imrξsqp´1 ĺ C
t` Imrmfc,ts
pt2 ` Imrξsqp´1 (5.15)
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2 and the definition of the spectral domain D1.
Its role is to provide a sufficient condition under which we can Taylor expand the Schur complement
formula for Gii.
Lemma 5.4. On the event
Λ ĺ Imrmfc,ts ` tplogpNqq2 , (5.16)
we have for any ε ą 0,
|Zi| ĺ N ε
´
t2pN´3ω{2 `N´σ{2q ` tImrmfc,tsN´σ{2
¯
` Imrmfc,tst` t
2
logpNq2 . (5.17)
and
1
2
|gi| ĺ |Gii| ĺ 2|gi|, (5.18)
with overwhelming probability.
5.1.1 Self-consistent equation
In this subsection we derive the following self-consistent equation. Many arguments are similar to
those appearing in [35].
Proposition 5.5. On the event
Λ ĺ Imrmfc,ts ` tplogpNqq2 (5.19)
we have, for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability,ˇˇp1´ tR2qpmN ´mfc,tq ` t2R3pmN ´mfc,tq2ˇˇ
ĺ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQipG´1ii q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ`N εˆΛ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` 1pNηq2
˙
t
t2 ` Imrξs `
Λ2
logpNq
t
t2 ` Imrξs (5.20)
ĺN ε
˜
1
Nη
`
d
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
¸
t2 ` tImrmfc,ts
t2 ` Imrξs `
Λ2
logpNq
t
t2 ` Imrξs (5.21)
Proof. Due to Lemma 5.4, we may, with overwhelming probability, Taylor expand the Schur com-
plement formula (5.6) in powers of Zi. We arrive at
mN “ mfc,t ` 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i Zi `
1
N
ÿ
i
g3i pZiq2 `O
˜
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|4|Zi|3
¸
. (5.22)
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We split the first order term as
1
N
ÿ
i
g2i Zi “
1
N
ÿ
i
tg2i pmN ´mfc,tq `
1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQipG´1ii q `
1
N
ÿ
i
g2i tpmpiqN ´mN q. (5.23)
Using (5.10), (5.18) and (5.14) we obtain,ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i tpmpiqN ´mN q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ C 1
N2η
ÿ
i
t|gi|ImrGiis
ĺ CΛ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
t
t2 ` Imrξs . (5.24)
For the other term we write
1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s “
1
N
ÿ
i
g2i
?
thii ` 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i tpAi `Biq. (5.25)
For the first term we just calculate the variance and find that with overwhelming probability,ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i
?
thii
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N ε
˜
1
N3
ÿ
i
t|gi|4
¸1{2
ĺ CN ε pt
2 ` tImrmfc,tsq1{2
Npt2 ` Imrξsq3{2
ĺ CN ε
˜
t
t2 ` Imrξs
Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` ptImrmfc,tsq
1{2
Npt2 ` Imrξsq3{2
¸
, (5.26)
where we used (5.15). For the second sum of (5.25), we estimate, again using (5.15),ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i tpAi `Biq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N ε
˜
1
Nη
`
d
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
¸
t2 ` tImrmfc,ts
t2 ` Imrξs . (5.27)
For the second order term we have by Cauchy-Schwarz
1
N
ÿ
i
g3i Z
2
i “
t2
N
ÿ
i
g3i pmN ´mfc,tq
`O
˜
1
N
ÿ
i
t2|gi|3 Λ
2
logpNq2 ` logpNq
2 1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|3p|QipG´1ii q|2 ` t2|mN ´mpiqN |2q
¸
(5.28)
We estimate,
1
N
ÿ
i
t2|gi|3 Λ
2
logpNq2 ĺ C
Λ2
logpNq2
t
t2 ` Imrξs . (5.29)
On D1 we have,
t|gi||mN ´mpiqN | ĺ
t
pNηqpt2 ` tImrξsq ĺ 1 (5.30)
and so,
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|3t2|mN ´mpiqN |2 ĺ
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|2t|mN ´mpiqN | ĺ C
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
t
t2 ` Imrξs . (5.31)
Next, using (5.12) we find with overwhelming probability,
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|3|QipGiiq|2 ĺ N ε
ˆ
t
N
` t
2
pNηq2 `
t2pΛ` Imrmfc,tsq
Nη
˙
t` Imrmfc,ts
pt2 ` Imrξsq2
ĺ N ε
ˆ
t2
Npt2 ` Imrξsq2 `
„
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` 1pNηq2

t
t2 ` Imrξs
˙
ĺ CN ε
„
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` 1pNηq2

t
t2 ` Imrξs . (5.32)
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In the last line we used the fact that Imrmfc,ts{η ľ t{pt2 ` Imrξsq on D1. Since we have |Zi||gi| ĺ
C{plogpNqq2 with overwhelming probability, we easily obtain,
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|4|Zi|3 ĺ C
N
ÿ
i
t2|gi|3 Λ
2
plogpNqq2 `
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|3p|QirG´1ii s|2 ` t2|mN ´mpiqN |2q
ĺ C Λ
2
logpNq2
t
t2 ` Imrξs `N
ε
„
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` 1pNηq2

t
t2 ` Imrξs . (5.33)
The claim follows.
5.1.2 Weak local law
Before establishing the optimal estimate of Proposition 5.3, we establish the following weaker estimate.
Proposition 5.6. Let ε ą 0. With overwhelming probability we have the following estimates for every
z P D1. For κ` η ľ t2,
|mN ´mfc,t| ĺ N ε
d
t` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
. (5.34)
For κ` η ĺ t2,
|mN ´mfc,t| ĺ N ε t
2{3
pNηq1{3 . (5.35)
We start with the following.
Proposition 5.7. Fix ε ą 0. The following holds with overwhelming probability on the event
Λ ĺ t` Imrmfc,tsplogpNqq2 . (5.36)
If κ` η ľ t2, then
Λ ĺ 2N ε
d
t` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
ĺ CN εN´σ{2pt` Imrmfc,tsq. (5.37)
If κ` η ĺ t2 then we have the following dichotomy. Either,
Λ ľ c?κ` η, (5.38)
or
Λ ĺ N ε
˜
t?
κ` η
d
Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` t
2
κ` η
1
Nη
¸
. (5.39)
If κ` η ĺ t2 then,
Λ ĺ N ε t
2{3
pNηq1{3 ` pκ` ηq
1{2 `N εt1{2
˜
Imrmfc,ts1{4
pNηq1{4 `
1
pNηq1{2
¸
. (5.40)
Proof. First suppose that κ` η ľ t2. From (5.21) we get the estimate
Λ ĺ Λ
2
`N ε
d
t` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
, (5.41)
and so
Λ ĺ 2N ε
d
t` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
ĺ CN εN´σ{2pt` Imrmfc,tsq. (5.42)
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Now we assume that |E ´ E´| ` η ĺ t2. In this regime |1 ´ tR2| — ?κ` η{t and so we obtain from
(5.21),
Λ ĺ C Λ
2
?
κ` η `
tN ε?
κ` η
˜
1
Nη
`
d
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
¸
. (5.43)
Hence, either
Λ ľ c?κ` η (5.44)
or
Λ ĺ N ε
˜
t?
κ` η
d
Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` t
2
κ` η
1
pNηq
¸
. (5.45)
The quadratic estimate from (5.21) gives,
Λ2 ĺ tN ε Λ
1{2
pNηq1{2 ` Λpκ` ηq
1{2 ` C Λ
2
logpNq2
` tN ε
˜d
Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` 1
Nη
¸
(5.46)
which implies
Λ ĺ N ε t
2{3
pNηq1{3 `
?
κ` η `N εt1{2
˜
Imrmfc,ts1{4
pNηq1{4 `
1
pNηq1{2
¸
. (5.47)
The claim is proven.
Proof of Proposition 5.6. We follow the usual proof of such weak local laws, which is a continuity
argument in η. What we have to check is that the estimate we obtain at each scale on Λ is much
smaller than t` Imrmfc,ts.
Fix an energy E. The estimate for η ľ 1 is standard. Fix then a sequence ηk “ 1 ´ k{N2, of
cardinality less than N2. First we estimate for ηk with κ` ηk ľ t2. By the continuity of Λ in z we see
that the estimate (5.37) at ηk implies that (5.36) holds at ηk`1. Then by Proposition 5.7 that (5.37)
also holds at ηk`1 with overwhelming probability. Hence we obtain (5.37) for κ` η ľ t2.
Now let us consider κ` ηk ĺ t2. Let η˚ “ η˚pEq be the first time that
κ` η “ Na t
4{3
pNηq2{3 . (5.48)
for a small a ą 0 that we choose later.
We may suppose that the estimate (5.35) holds at ηk´1 (if ηk´1 was s.t. κ`ηk´1 ľ t2 then instead
(5.34) holds, but this is estimate is the same order as (5.34) at this scale). On the domain D1 we have
1
Nη
ĺ N´σ{2pt`?κ` ηq (5.49)
and so we see that (5.36) holds at ηk, as well as
Λ ĺ 2 N
εt2{3
pNηkq1{3
ĺ 2N εN´a{2?κ` η, (5.50)
by the definition of η˚. Proposition 5.7 implies that with overwhelming probability, either
Λ ľ cα (5.51)
or
Λ ĺ N δ{2
˜
tpImrmfc,tsq1{2
α1{2pNηq1{2 `
t2
αNη
¸
ĺ N δ t
2{3
pNηq1{3 . (5.52)
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for any δ ą 0. However, due to (5.50) the latter estimate holds.
By iteration, we obtain that (5.35) holds for η ľ η˚ with overwhelming probability. Now consider
η ĺ η˚. Suppose that the estimate
Λ ĺ Na`ε t
2{3
pNηq1{3 (5.53)
holds at ηk´1, for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability. This implies that
Λ ĺ N´σ{4pt` Imrmfc,tsq. (5.54)
provided we choose a ă σ{10, which we can do. Then, this esimtae implies that (5.36) holds at ηk.
Then, we see that (5.40) holds, which implies that,
Λ ĺ Na`δ t
2{3
pNηq1{3 , (5.55)
with overwhelming probability, for any δ ą 0, at ηk. Hence, we obtain the claim on our spectral
domain D1.
5.1.3 Fluctuation averaging lemma
We have the following improved bound for one of the error terms appearing in the local law for mN .
For a deterministic control parameter γ we define
Φ :“
c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
. (5.56)
Lemma 5.8. Fix z P D1. Suppose that Λ ĺ γ with overwhelming probability, where γ is a deterministic
control parameter satisfying
1
Nη
ĺ γ ĺ t` Imrmfc,ts
logpNq2 . (5.57)
For any even p ľ 2 we have,
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Nη
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
t` Imrmfc,ts ` γ
˙p
(5.58)
for any ε ą 0.
Proof. By (B.6) and the estimates
|gi| ĺ C
t2 ` Imrξs ,
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|2 ĺ t` Imrmfc,ts
t2 ` Imrξs , (5.59)
we obtain
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
ĺ max
0ĺsĺp
max
0ĺlĺpp`sq{2
1
Np
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
¸p`s
1
pImrξs ` t2q2p`s pNpt
2 ` Imrξsqpt` Imrmfc,tsqql
ĺ max
0ĺsĺp
1
Np{2
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
¸p`s
N s{2pt` Imrmfc,tsqpp`sq{2
pImrξs ` t2q3p{2`s{2 .
ĺ C 1pNpImrξs ` t2qqp
` max
0ĺsĺp
«
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2pt` Imrmfc,tsq1{2
Nη1{2pImrξs ` t2q3{2
ffp «
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2pt` Imrmfc,tsq1{2
η1{2pImrξs ` t2q1{2
ffs
. (5.60)
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The first term is bounded by
1
pNpImrξs ` t2qqp ĺ C
1
pNηqp
ˆ
Imrmfc,ts
t` Imrmfc,ts
˙p
ĺ C 1pNηqp
ˆ
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
t` Imrmfc,ts ` γ
˙p
. (5.61)
In the first inequality we used Imrmfc,ts{η ľ c{t which holds on D1. For the second term,
max
0ĺsĺp
«
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2pt` Imrmfc,tsq1{2
Nη1{2pImrξs ` t2q3{2
ffp «
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2pt` Imrmfc,tsq1{2
η1{2pImrξs ` t2q1{2
ffs
ĺ
«
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2pt` Imrmfc,tsq1{2
Nη1{2pImrξs ` t2q3{2
ffp
`
„
t2pImrmfc,ts ` γqpt` Imrmfc,tsq
NηpImrξs ` t2q2
p
ĺ C
ˆ
1
Nη
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
t` Imrmfc,ts ` γ
˙p
. (5.62)
This yields the claim.
5.1.4 Proof of Proposition 5.3
The proof is by an iteration procedure on γ. We may assume that,
Λ ĺ γ “ N
εt2{3
pNηq1{3 , (5.63)
with overwhelming probability. Let us first consider the case κ`η ľ t2. By (5.20) and (5.58) we have,
Λ ĺ 1
Nη
`N ε
ˆ
Λ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
` 1pNηq2
˙
1
t` Imrmfc,ts ` CΛ
2 1
t` Imrmfc,ts (5.64)
Using that Λ ! t` Imrmfc,ts{ logpNq2 and pNηq´1 ĺ Cpt` Imrmfc,tsq on D1 we see that
Λ ĺ N
ε
Nη
(5.65)
for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability. Now we consider κ ` η ĺ t2. We see that In this case
we see that
|p1´ tR2qpmN ´mfc,tq ` t2R3pmN ´mfc,tq2| ĺ N
ε
Nη
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
t
` N
ε
pNηq2
1
t
` Λ
2
logpNq2t . (5.66)
for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability. Hence we get the estimates
Λ ĺ CΛ
2
α
`N εγ ` Imrmfc,ts
Nηα
` N
ε
pNηq2α (5.67)
where we denoted
α :“ pκ` ηq1{2. (5.68)
Hence, we see that either
Λ ľ cα (5.69)
or
Λ ĺ N ε γ ` Imrmfc,ts
Nηα
` N
ε
pNηq2α. (5.70)
On the other hand if we estimate the quadratic term in (5.66), we see that
Λ2 ĺ CαΛ`N ε Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
`N ε 1pNηq2 (5.71)
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Let η˚ be the first time that
γ ` Imrmfc,ts
Nηα
` 1pNηq2α “ N
´4εα
2
. (5.72)
By a similar continuity argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.6 we get
Λ ĺ CN ε γ ` Imrmfc,ts
Nηα
` C N
ε
pNηq2α ĺ CN
ε
c
γ
Nη
` CN ε 1pNηq . (5.73)
for η ľ η˚, for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability. For η ă η˚ we get
Λ ĺ N
4ε
Nη
N4ε
c
γ
Nη
`N4ε
d
Imrmfc,ts
Nη
ĺ N
10ε
Nη
`N10ε
c
γ
Nη
(5.74)
where we used Imrmfc,ts ĺ Cα and then α2 ĺ N5ε{pNηq2`N5εγ{pNηq which follows from (5.72) and
using Imrmfc,ts ĺ Cα and the Schwarz inequality. By iterating this argument finitely many times we
see that we derive
|mN ´mfc,t| ĺ N
ε
Nη
(5.75)
with overwhelming probability for any ε ą 0 and z P D1.
For E ĺ E´, note that α ! pNηq´1 in D1. Hence, we immediately derive from (5.66) and the fact
that γ ĺ N ε{pNηq that
Λ ĺ N
2ε
pNηq2?κ` η `
N2ε
Npκ` ηq . (5.76)
This completes the proof.
5.2 Proof for E ĺ E´ ´ t
2
We now complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 by proving the following. Let
D2 :“
 
E ` iη : E ĺ E´ ´ C1t2
(XDσ. (5.77)
Proposition 5.9. The estimates of Theorem 5.1 hold in D2.
As the proof is very similar to Proposition 5.3 we only give the important changes to the proof in
the following subsections.
We will use the following a-priori estimates, which are used instead of (5.14) and (5.15). We have
for z P D1,
|Vi ´ ξ| ľ cpt2 ` κ` ηq, (5.78)
and
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|p ĺ Cpκ` η ` t2qp´3{2 . (5.79)
These follow from Lemma 7.6.
5.2.1 Self-consistent equation
Instead of Lemma 5.4 we have the following which is an easy consequence of Lemma 5.2
Lemma 5.10. On the event
Λ ĺ t
logpNq2 (5.80)
we have with overwhelming probability,
|Zi| ĺ C t
logpNq2 (5.81)
and
1
2
|gi| ĺ |Gii| ĺ 2|gi|. (5.82)
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In the place of Proposition 5.5 we have,
Proposition 5.11. On the event
Λ ĺ t
logpNq2 , (5.83)
we have with overwhelming probability, for any ε ą 0,
|p1´ tR2qpmN ´mfc,tq| ĺ CΛ
2
t
`N ε
ˆ
1
pNηq2pt`?κ` ηq `
1
Npκ` η ` t2q
˙
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ĺCΛ
2
t
`N ε
˜
1
N1{2pt`?η ` κq1{2 `
d
Imrmfc,ts ` Λ
Nη
` 1
Nη
¸
. (5.84)
Its proof is identical to that of Proposition 5.5, except that we do not need to keep the term which
is second order in Λ2 as we always have |1´ tR2| — 1 on D2.
5.2.2 Weak local law
From Proposition 5.11 we immediately see that we have with overwhelming probability on the event
Λ ĺ t{ logpNq2 that
Λ ĺ N
ε
N1{2pκ` η ` t2q1{4 `
N ε
Nη
(5.85)
for any ε ą 0. The estimate on the RHS is ! t, and so by a similar proof to Proposition 5.6 we get
Proposition 5.12. Let ε ą 0. With overwhelming probability,
Λ ĺ N
ε
N1{2pκ` η ` t2q1{4 `
N ε
Nη
, (5.86)
on D2.
5.2.3 Fluctuation averaging lemma
Analogously to Lemma 5.8 we have,
Lemma 5.13. Fix z P D2. Suppose that Λ ĺ γ with overwhelming probability, where γ is a determin-
istic control parameter satisfying
1
Nη
ĺ γ ĺ t` Imrmfc,ts
logpNq2 . (5.87)
For any even p ľ 2 we have,
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Npt2 ` κ` ηq `
γ
Nηpt`?κ` ηq
˙p
, (5.88)
for any ε ą 0.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.8. Applying (B.6) and (5.78), (5.79) we obtain,
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
ĺ max
0ĺsĺp
max
0ĺlĺpp`sq{2
N ε
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
¸p`s
1
pt2 ` η ` κqs`2p´3l{2
N l
Np
ĺ max
0ĺsĺp
CN ε
N s{2
Np{2
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
¸p`s
1
pt`?κ` ηqs{2`5p{2
ĺCN ε 1pNpκ` ηqqp ` max0ĺsĺpCN
ε
«
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2
Nη1{2pt`?κ` ηq5{2
ffp «
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2
η1{2pt`?κ` ηq1{2
ffs
. (5.89)
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For the second term, we estimate
max
0ĺsĺp
«
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2
Nη1{2pt`?κ` ηq5{2
ffp «
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2
η1{2pt`?κ` ηq1{2
ffs
ĺ
«
pImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2
Nη1{2pt`?κ` ηq3{2
ffp
`
„
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
?
κ` η
p
ĺ C
„
1
Npκ` ηq `
γ
Nη
?
κ` η
p
(5.90)
which yields the claim.
5.2.4 Proof of Proposition 5.9
Let Λ ĺ γ with γ as in Lemma 5.13. From Lemma 5.13 and Proposition 5.11, we see that
Λ ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η `
γ
pNηq?κ` η
˙
, (5.91)
with overwhelming probability, for any ε ą 0. Iterating this, we see that Λ ĺ N ε{pNηq with over-
whelming probability on D2. Then, applying the above estimate again with γ “ N ε{pNηq we conclude
the Proposition.
6 Local law for 0 ĺ t ĺ N1{3 and regular initial data
In this section we want to prove a local law for
Ht :“ V `
?
tG (6.1)
in the regime 0 ĺ t ĺ N´ε, provided that V already obeys a local law. That is, we consider V such
that for any ε ą 0 and σ ą 0, V obeys the estimates
|mV ´ mˆ| ĺ N
ε
Nη
, 0 ĺ E ĺ 1, 10 ľ
a
|E| ` η ľ N
σ
Nη
, (6.2)
and
|mV ´ mˆ| ĺ N ε
˜
1
Np|E| ` ηq `
1
pNηq2a|E| ` η
¸
, ´1 ĺ E ĺ 0, 10 ľ η ľ Nσ´2{3, (6.3)
where mˆ is the Stieltjes transform of a law ρˆpxq so that for |x| ĺ 1, we have
ρˆpxq — 1txľ0u
?
x. (6.4)
We will denote the free convolution of the semicircle at time t with ρˆ by ρˆfc,t and its Stieltjes transform
by mˆfc,t. By Section 7, ρˆfc,t behaves like a square root, and we denote the edge by Eˆ´. We will abuse
notation slightly and denote
κ :“ |E ´ Eˆ´|. (6.5)
We want to prove the following theorem. Let Dσ be as in Section 5.
Theorem 6.1. For any σ ą 0, V as above, ε ą 0 and ε1 ą 0, the following estimates hold with
overwhelming probability, for any 0 ĺ t ĺ N´ε1 . First,
|mN ´ mˆfc,t| ĺ N
ε
Nη
(6.6)
for z P Dσ and E ľ Eˆ´. For E ĺ Eˆ´ we have
|mN ´ mˆfc,t| ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η
˙
. (6.7)
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Let σ ą 0. Suppose that we want to prove the above result on Dσ. Then in the regime
N´ε ľ t ľ N
σ{100
N1{3
, (6.8)
we know that Theorem 5.1 holds, except that mN is close to mfc,t which is the free convolution of V
and the semicircle distribution, and not mˆfc,t, which is the free convolution of ρˆ and the semicircle.
From Appendix D we see that the difference mˆfc,t ´mfc,t obeys the stated estimates of Theorem 6.1.
Hence, we only need to prove Theorem 6.1 in the case that
0 ĺ t ĺ N
σ{100
N1{3
(6.9)
on the domain Dσ. This is the content of the remainder of Section 6.
6.1 Proof for E ľ Eˆ´ ´N
´2{3`σ
Similarly to Section 5 it is useful to split the proof of Theorem 6.1 into two cases. The first is the
following.
Proposition 6.2. Let Dσ as above. Let 0 ĺ t ĺ Nσ{100{N . The estimates of Theorem 6.1 hold on
Dˆ1 :“ Dσ X
!
E ` iη : E ľ Eˆ´ ´N´2{3`σ
)
. (6.10)
On Dˆ1 we use the following estimates.
|Vi ´ ξ| ľ cpη ` t
?
κ` ηq, (6.11)
and
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|p ĺ C
?
κ` η
pη ` t?κ` ηqp´1 (6.12)
which follows from Section 7.3.1
The following plays the role of Lemma 5.4
Lemma 6.3. On the event
Λ ĺ Imrmˆfc,ts
logpNq2 (6.13)
we have
|Zi| ĺ Cη ` t
?
κ` η
logpNq2 (6.14)
and
1
2
|gi| ĺ |Gii| ĺ 2|gi| (6.15)
with overwhelming probability.
Proof. We just need to check the statement on Zi (for the Gii statement recall (6.11)). Recall
Zi “ tpmN ´mˆfc,tq` tpmpiqN ´mN q` tpAi`Biq`
?
thii. We only need to estimate
?
thii, as the bounds
for the other terms are immediate from Lemma 5.2 and pNηq ĺ N´σ?κ` η. With overwhelming
probability,
?
thii ĺ N
εt1{2
N1{2
ĺ N3ε t
Nη
` η
logpNq2 (6.16)
and the claim follows.
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6.1.1 Self consistent equation
We have the following.
Proposition 6.4. On the event
Λ ĺ Imrmˆfc,ts
logpNq2 (6.17)
we have with overwhelming probability, for any ε ą 0,
|p1´ tR2qpmN ´ mˆfc,tq| ĺC Λ
2
?
κ` η `
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ` N ε
Nη
ĺC Λ
2
?
κ` η `C
N ε
Nη
`N ε
d
Imrmˆfc,ts
Nη
. (6.18)
Proof. We can write,
mN ´ mˆfc,t “ 1
Vi ´ ξ ´ mˆpξq `
1
N
ÿ
i
g2i Zi `O
ˆ
N ε
Nη
˙
. (6.19)
Note that by assumption, ˇˇˇ
ˇ 1Vi ´ ξ ´ mˆpξq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ N εNη . (6.20)
For the remaining term we have,
1
N
ÿ
i
g2i Zi “
t
N
ÿ
i
g2i pmN ´ mˆfc,tq `
1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s `O
ˆ
1
Nη
˙
. (6.21)
For the last term we write,
1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s “
1
N
ÿ
i
g2i
?
thii ` 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i tpAi `Biq. (6.22)
By a variance calculation the first term is OpN ε{pNηqq for any ε ą 0. The second term is bounded byˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2i tpAi `Biq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N ε
d
Imrmˆfc,ts ` Λ
Nη
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|2t ĺ CN ε
d
Imrmˆfc,ts
Nη
(6.23)
using Lemma 5.2 and (6.12).
6.1.2 Weak local law
From Proposition 6.4 and the fact that |1 ´ tR2| — 1 on Dσ (due to t|R2| ĺ Ct{?κ` η ! 1), we see
that with overwhelming probability on the event Λ ĺ ?κ` η{ logpNq2 we have
Λ ĺ N ε
d
Imrmˆs
Nη
. (6.24)
On Dˆ2 the RHS is ! ?κ` η and so we conclude the following.
Proposition 6.5. For any ε ą 0 we have with overwhelming probability on Dˆ1 that
Λ ĺ N ε
d
Imrmˆfc,ts
Nη
. (6.25)
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6.1.3 Fluctuation averaging lemma
We have,
Lemma 6.6. Suppose that Λ ĺ γ with overwhelming probability where
1
Nη
ĺ γ ĺ
?
κ` η
logpNq2 . (6.26)
Then,
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
ĺ N ε 1pNηqp . (6.27)
for any ε ą 0.
Proof. Similarly to before, the moment in question is bounded by
max
0ĺsĺp
max
0ĺlĺpp`sq{2
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
¸p`s
1
pη ` t?κ` ηqs`2p´2l
1
Np´l
ˆ ?
κ` η
η ` t?κ` η
˙l
ĺ max
0ĺsĺp
tpp`sq{2
N pp`sq{2pη ` t?κ` ηqs`2pNp ` max0ĺsĺp
tp`spImrmˆfc,ts ` γqpp`sq{2
pNηqpp`sq{2pη ` t?κ` ηqs`2pNp
` max
0ĺsĺp
tpp`sq{2p?κ` ηqp{2`s{2
Nppη ` t?κ` ηqs{2`3p{2
` max
0ĺsĺp
˜
pImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2tp
?
κ` ηq1{2
pNηq1{2N1{2pη ` t?κ` ηq3{2
¸p˜
tpImrmfc,ts ` γq1{2p
?
κ` ηq1{2
η1{2pη ` t?κ` ηq1{2
¸s
(6.28)
where we just bounded the max over l by the sum of the term with l “ 0 and the term with l “ pp`sq{2
and then subsequently split the pt{Nq1{2 andaImrmˆfc,ts ` γ{Nη in two. It is immediate that the first
term is bounded by pNηq´ppNη?κ` ηq´pp`sq{2 ĺ pNηq´p. The contribution from the second term is
pImrmfc,ts ` γqpp`sq{2tp`s
pη ` t?κ` ηqs`2ppNηqpp`sq{2Np ĺ
pImrmfc,ts ` γqp{2
pNηqppNη?κ` ηqp{2p?κ` ηqp{2pNη?κ` ηqs{2 ĺ
1
pNηqp
(6.29)
using γ ĺ ?κ` η. It is immediate that the third term on the second last line of (6.28) is bounded by
pNηq´p. It is easy to see that the term on the last line of (6.28) is less than CpNηq´p by considering
the cases s “ 0 and s “ p separately and using γ ĺ ?κ` η.
6.1.4 Proof of Proposition 6.2
From Proposition 6.4 and Lemma 6.6 we immediately see that
Λ ĺ N
ε
Nη
(6.30)
with overwhelming probability.
6.2 Proof for E ĺ Eˆ´ ´N
´2{3`σ
.
We now define
D2 :“ Dσ X
!
E ` iη : E ĺ Eˆ´ ´N´2{3`σ
)
. (6.31)
The goal of this section is to prove the following.
Proposition 6.7. The estimates of Theorem 6.1 holds on Dˆ2.
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The estimates of Lemma 7.4 hold in the set-up of the present section. Hence, we see that there is
a C ą 0 so that for z P D2 that if κ ľ Cη, then |Rerξs| ľ cκ for some c ą 0. Therefore, we see that
for any ε ą 0 we haveˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
1
Vi ´ ξ ´ mˆpξq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N εˆ 1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η
˙
. (6.32)
From Section 7.3.1 we conclude
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|p ĺ Cpκ` ηqp´3{2 . (6.33)
Note that
|Vi ´ ξ| ľ cpκ ` ηq ľ cη. (6.34)
The following is an easy consequence of the fact that t2 ! η on D2.
Lemma 6.8. We have with overwhelming probability on the event
Λ ĺ N´1{3 (6.35)
that
|Zi| ĺ η
logpNq2 . (6.36)
6.2.1 Self-consistent equation
Similar to above we can derive the following.
Proposition 6.9. With overwhelming probability on the event
Λ ĺ N´1{3, (6.37)
we have
|p1´ tR2qpmN ´ mˆfc,tq| ĺ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ` C Λ2?
η
`N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η
˙
ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
N1{2pκ` ηq1{4 `
1
Nη
˙
(6.38)
for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability.
For the second inequality we are just using that with overwhelming probability,ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirGiis
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ĺ N ε
˜
t1{2
pNpκ` ηqq1{2 `
t?
κ` η
d
Imrmˆfc,ts ` Λ
Nη
¸
ĺ CN ε 1
N1{2pκ` ηq1{4 . (6.39)
6.2.2 Weak local law
By Proposition 6.9, we see that with overwhelming probability on the event
Λ ĺ N´1{3 (6.40)
we have
Λ ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
N1{2pκ` ηq1{4 `
1
Nη
˙
ĺ N´σ{10N´1{3. (6.41)
Hence, we conclude the following.
Proposition 6.10. With overwhelming probability we have on Dˆ2 that
Λ ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
N1{2pκ` ηq1{4 `
1
Nη
˙
. (6.42)
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6.2.3 Fluctuation averaging lemma
We now have the following fluctuation averaging lemma.
Lemma 6.11. Suppose that Λ ĺ γ with overwheming probability, where γ obeys
1
Nη
ĺ γ ĺ N´1{3. (6.43)
Then we have
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
γ
Nη
?
κ` η
˙p
. (6.44)
for any ε ą 0.
Proof. By (B.6) we have,
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
ĺ N ε max
0ĺsĺp
max
0ĺlĺpp`sq{2
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmˆfc,ts ` γ
Nη
¸p`s
1
pκ` ηqs`2p´3l{2
1
Np´l
ĺCN ε max
0ĺsĺp
tpp`sq{2
Nppκ` ηqs{4`5p{4 ` CN
ε max
0ĺsĺp
tp`spImrmˆfc,ts ` γqpp`sq{2
Npηp{2pκ` ηqs{4`5p{4ηs{2 . (6.45)
In the second inequality we used that the maximum occurs at l “ pp ` sq{2. Clearly the first term
is bounded by CN εpNpκ ` ηqq´p. For the second, we see that since t ĺ ?η and γ ĺ N´1{3 that the
maximum occurs at s “ 0. Then,
max
0ĺsĺp
tp`spImrmˆfc,ts ` γqpp`sq{2
Npηp{2pκ` ηqs{4`5p{4ηs{2 ĺ C
˜
pImrmˆfc,ts ` γq1{2
Nη1{2pκ` ηq3{4
¸p
ĺ C
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
γ
Nη
?
κ` η
˙p
.
(6.46)
6.2.4 Proof of Proposition 6.7
.
Starting with γ as in Proposition 6.10 we have by Proposition 6.9 and Lemma 6.11 that
Λ ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η `
γ
Nη
?
κ` η
˙
. (6.47)
for any ε ą 0 with overwhelming probability. Hence by iteration we obtain that Λ ĺ N ε{pNηq with
overwhelming probability. Taking this choice of γ we then get the claim.
7 Analysis of free convolution law
Let V be η˚ ´ regular as in Definition 2.1. We will consider
t :“ N
ω
N1{3
(7.1)
with φ˚{2 ą 1{3´ ω ą 0.
Recall our definition of mfc,t which satisfies
mfc,tpzq “ mV pξq (7.2)
where
ξpzq “ z ` tmfc,tpzq. (7.3)
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Define the map
F pξq “ ξ ´ t
ż
dµV pxq
x´ ξ , (7.4)
so that
z “ F pξq. (7.5)
An important role is played by the contour γ which we define as the image of R under the map
E Ñ ξpEq.
A useful observation is that since
Imrmfc,ts “
ˆ
1´ t
ż
dµV pxq
|x´ ξ|2
˙´1
ImrmV pξqs (7.6)
we have, ż
dµV pxq
|x´ ξ|2 ĺ
1
t
(7.7)
from which the inequality
|mfc,t| ĺ t´1{2 (7.8)
follows by Cauchy-Schwartz. Hence, we see that ImrξpEqs “ 0 for E P r´3{4,´1{2s.
By Lemma C.1 it is easy to check that there is a unique solution ξ´ P r´3{4, 3{4s to the equation
1 “ t
ż
dµV
px´ ξ´q2 . (7.9)
Moreover, we see that
´ ξ´ — t2. (7.10)
Let E´ be such that ξpE´q “ ξ´. For E ľ E´, ξpEq has non-trivial imaginary part, equalling
tρfc,tpEq.
We will write
ξpEq :“ a` bi (7.11)
for a, b P R. In general, a is a strictly increasing function of E, and a and b solve
1 “ t
ż
dµV
px´ aq2 ` b2 . (7.12)
We denote a´ “ Rerξ´s “ ξ´. Our first goal is to get qualitative behaviour of the contour γ. We
have,
Lemma 7.1. For 3{4 ľ a ľ a´, we have
b — t|a´ a´|1{2. (7.13)
Proof. We first consider a near a´. First, by (7.10) and Lemma C.1 we see that for a small c ą 0
we have
|F pkqpξq| ĺ C
t2k´2
, |ξ ´ ξ´| ĺ ct2 (7.14)
for any k ľ 2. Moreover, we see that
|F pkqpξ´q| — C
t2k´2
(7.15)
for k ľ 2. Note that they are real numbers. Hence, for |ξ ´ ξ´| ĺ ct2, we can expand
F pξq ´ F pξ´q “ F
2pξ´q
2
pξ ´ ξ´q2 ` F
3pξ´q
6
pξ ´ ξ´q3 `O
`
t´6|ξ ´ ξ´|4
˘
(7.16)
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The LHS equals z ´ E´. We can set z “ E and invert this, obtaining first that
ξ ´ ξ´ “
d
2pE ´ E´q
F 2pξ´q
ˆ
1´ F
3pξ´q
3F 2pξ´q pξ ´ ξ´q `O
`
t´4|ξ ´ ξ´|2
˘˙
, (7.17)
and then back-substituting once more we obtain
ξ ´ ξ´ “
d
2pE ´ E´q
F 2pξ´q
˜
1´ F
3pξ´q
3F 2pξ´q
d
2pE ´ E´q
F 2pξ´q `O
`
t´4|ξ ´ ξ´|2
˘¸
. (7.18)
Taking real and imaginary parts (note that F 2pξ´q is negative) we see that
|a´ a´| — |E ´ E´|, b — t|E ´ E´|1{2 — t|a´ a´|1{2, (7.19)
for |ξ ´ ξ´| ĺ ct2.
Now, a straightforward calculation using Lemma C.1 and (7.12) shows that there is a small c ą 0
so that b — t|a´ a´| for ´ct2 ĺ a ĺ 3{4.
It remains to consider the region a´ ` c1t2 ĺ a ĺ ´c1t2 for a small c1 ą 0. That is, we need to
prove that b — t2 here. Note that the upper bound b ĺ Ct2 ĺ Ct|a´ a´|1{2 follows immediately from
(C.3). For the lower bound we compute
0 “ 1
t
´
ż
dµV pxq
px´ aq2 ` b2
“
ż
dµV pxq
px´ a´q2 ´
ż
dµV pxq
px´ aq2 ` b2
“
ż px´ aq2 ` b2 ´ px´ a´q2
px´ a´q2ppx´ aq2 ` b2q dµV pxq
“
ż pa´ a´qp´2x` a` a´q ` b2
px´ a´q2ppx´ aq2 ` b2q dµV pxq. (7.20)
We rearrange this to get
b2
a´ a´ “
ş
2x´a´a´
px´a´q2ppx´aq2`b2q
dµV pxqş
1
px´a´q2ppx´aq2`b2q
dµV pxq
. (7.21)
Note that for x P supppµV q we have |x´ a| ľ ct2 and since b ĺ ct2 we get
px´ aq2 ` b2 — px´ aq2 — px´ a´q2. (7.22)
We need to get a lower bound on the numerator of (7.21) and an upper bound on the denominator.
For the numerator, we haveż
2x´ a´ a´
px´ a´q2ppx´ aq2 ` b2qdµV pxq “
ż
xľ´1{2
2x´ a´ a´
px´ a´q2ppx´ aq2 ` b2qdµV pxq
`
ż
xĺ´1{2
2x´ a´ a´
px´ a´q2ppx´ aq2 ` b2qdµV pxq
ľ ct2
ż
xľ´1{2
1
px´ a´q2ppx´ aq2 ` b2qdµV pxq ´ C
ľ ct2
ż
R
1
px´ a´q2ppx´ aq2 ` b2qdµV pxq ´ 2C
ľ ct2
ż
R
1
px´ a´q4dµV pxq ´ 2C
ľ ct2
ż
R
1
px´ a´q4dµV pxq (7.23)
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In the first inequality we used that the integrand is bounded in the region x ĺ ´1{2 and that for
x ľ ´1{2 that x´ a ľ x´ a´ ľ ct2 for x P supppµV q. In the third inequality we again used the fact
that the integrand is bounded for x ĺ ´1{2. in the fourth inequality we use (7.22) and in the final
inequality we use that the integral is order t´5.
For the integral in the denominator of (7.21) we use (7.22) to prove thatż
1
px´ a´q2ppx´ aq2 ` b2qdµV pxq ĺ C
ż
1
px´ a´q4dµV pxq, (7.24)
which yields b2 ľ ct2pa´ a´q and completes the proof.
In order to complete our calculation of the contour γ we need the following.
Lemma 7.2. We have |a´ a´| — |E ´ E´|.
Proof. We already know from (7.19) that this holds for |a´ a´| ĺ ct2 for a small c ą 0. The claim
will therefore be proved by showing that
da
dE
— 1 (7.25)
for |a´ a´| ľ ct2.
We calculate
da
dE
“
Re
”
1´ t ş 1
px´ξq2
dµV pxq
ı
ˇˇˇ
1´ t ş 1
px´ξq2
dµV pxq
ˇˇˇ
2
. (7.26)
Since 1 “ t ş |x ´ ξ|´2dµV pxq the numerator of (7.26) is positive and the denominator is less than 2,
so
da
dE
ľ 1
2
Re
„
1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV pxq

. (7.27)
Clearly,
da
dE
ĺ
ˆ
Re
„
1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV pxq
˙´1
. (7.28)
Hence, the claim will follow by proving
Re
„
1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV pxq

ľ c ą 0 (7.29)
We can write
Re
„
1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV pxq

“
ˆ
1´ t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|2dµV pxq
˙
` 2b2t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|4dµV pxq
“ 2b2t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|4dµV pxq. (7.30)
By Lemma C.1 we have for a ľ 0,
b2t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|4dµV pxq —
tb2pa` bq1{2
b3
— pa` bq
1{2
|a´ a´|1{2
— 1 (7.31)
where we used Lemma 7.1 in the second last step. For a´ ` ct2 ĺ a ĺ 0 we have
b2t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|4dµV pxq —
tb2
p|a| ` bq5{2 —
t3|a´ a´|
p|a´ a´|1{2t` |a|q5{2
— 1. (7.32)
The claim follows.
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7.1 Estimates on the map ξ and control of self-consistent equation coefficients
The following result will be useful.
Lemma 7.3. The following holds for |E| ĺ 1{2 and 0 ĺ η ĺ 10. We have,ˇˇˇ
ˇ1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV pxq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ — min
#a|E ´ E´| ` η
t
, 1
+
(7.33)
Proof. We denote ξ “ a ` bi. Unlike in the previous subsection we do not restrict ξ to lie on the
contour γ. First assume that |a´ a´| ` b ľ ct2. We can write
Re
„
1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV

“
ˆ
1´ t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|2dµV pxq
˙
` 2b2t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|4dµV pxq. (7.34)
The term in the brackets on the RHS is always positive. For a ľ 0 we have by Lemma C.1,
t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|2 —
tpa1{2 ` b1{2q
b
“: Q (7.35)
and
tb2
ż
1
|x´ ξ|2dµV pxq — Q. (7.36)
Hence,
Re
„
1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV

ľ max t1´ CQ, cQu ľ c. (7.37)
Now we assume a ĺ 0. We have,
t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|2dµV pxq —
t
p|a| ` bq1{2 , (7.38)
and so there is a constant C s.t. if |a|1{2 ` b1{2 ľ Ct thenˆ
1´ t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|2dµV pxq
˙
ľ c. (7.39)
Now we assume that c1t
2 ĺ |a´ a´| ` |b| ĺ C1t2, for given c1 and C1, as well as a ĺ 0. Assume first
that a ľ a´. In this regime we must have b ľ ct|a ´ a´|1{2, as b must lie above the contour γ in C.
Hence the assumption c1t
2 ĺ |a´ a´| ` |b| implies b ľ ct2 for another c ą 0 depending on c1. Hence,
b2t
ż
1
|x´ ξ|4dµV pxq —
b2t
p|a| ` bq5{2 ľ
b2t
p|a´| ` |a´ a´| ` bq5{2
ľ c t
5
pt2 ` t2q5{2 ľ c. (7.40)
We postpone the case c1t
2 ĺ |a´a´|`|b| ĺ C1t2 and a ĺ a´. First, we consider the case |a´a´|`b ĺ
ct2 for a small c ą 0. Then we can expand
1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV pxq “ F
2pξ´qpξ ´ ξ´q
`
1`Opt´2|ξ ´ ξ´|
˘
. (7.41)
Hence for a small enough c,ˇˇˇ
ˇ1´
ż
1
px´ ξq2dµV pxq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ — t´2p|a´ a´| ` bq — t´1p|E ´ E´| ` ηq1{2, |ξ ´ ξ´| ĺ ct2. (7.42)
We now return to the postponed case above. Since |a ´ a´| ` b ľ c1t2 we have that b ľ c1{2t2
if |a ´ a´| ĺ c1{2t2. Then calculation (7.40) applies, and so we can instead work in the regime
c1t
2 ĺ |a´ a´| ` b ĺ C1t2 and a ĺ a´ ´ c1t2. Then,
1´ t
ż
dµV
px´ aq2 ` b2 ľ 1´
ż
dµV
px´ aq2
ľ 1´ t
ż
dµV
px´ pa´ ´ c2t2qq2 ´ Ct (7.43)
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for any c2 ą 0 such that c2 ă c1. The Ct appearing above is a bound for the contribution of the
integral from x P supppµV q such that x ĺ ´1. If we take c2 small enough so that the estimate proved
in the expansion above holds, then
1´ t
ż
dµV
px´ pa´ ´ c2t2qq2 — 1. (7.44)
This completes the proof.
Again we write ξ “ a` bi for general E ` iη with |E| ĺ 1{2 and 0 ĺ η ĺ 10. First we remark that
the proof of Lemma 7.3 and (7.26) immediately yield that
da
dE
— 1, κ` η ľ ct2 (7.45)
for any c ą 0. By the Cauchy-Riemann equations we also reach the same conclusion for db{dη. Since
ξ1pzq “ 1
1´ t ş dµV pxqpx´ξq2 (7.46)
we then see that
|da
dη
| ` | db
dE
| ĺ C (7.47)
for κ` η ľ ct2.
Hence, we have proved the following.
Lemma 7.4. We have in the region κ` η ľ ct2, for any c ą 0, that
da
dE
— 1, db
dη
— 1. (7.48)
In the same region we have ˇˇˇ
ˇdadη
ˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ dbdE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C. (7.49)
The above implies
|a| ` |a´ a´| ` b ĺ Cpt2 ` η ` κq. (7.50)
We also have,
t
?
κ` η — |ξ ´ ξ´|, (7.51)
for κ` η ĺ ct2 for some small c ą 0.
The estimate (7.51) follows from (7.17). The following lemma is needed for the proof of the local
law.
Lemma 7.5. Consider z P Dσ. In the region E ľ E´ ´ t2, we have
|Vi ´ ξ| ľ cpt2 ` η ` tImrmfc,tsq, (7.52)
and ż
dµV pxq
|x´ ξ|p ĺ C
t`?κ` η
pt2 ` Imrξsqp´1 . (7.53)
On D1 we have,
t`?κ` η ĺ Cpt` Imrmfc,tsq. (7.54)
Proof. First, note that |Vi ´ ξ| ľ Imrξs “ η` tImrmfc,ts. If η` tImrmfc,ts ĺ c1t2 then κ` η ĺ Cc1t2
for another C ą 0. Choosing c1 sufficiently small we see that |ξ ´ ξ´pE´q| ĺ ct2 for any small c, from
Lemma 7.4. Since ξ´pE´q ĺ ´ct2 we see that |Vi ´ ξ| ľ ct2.
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For the next estimate, first suppose that Imrξs ĺ ct2 for a small c ą 0. Choosing c small enough
we see that, as above, a ĺ ´ct2 and soż
dµV pxq
|x´ ξ|p ĺ C
1
p|a| ` bqp´3{2 ĺ C
1
pt2 ` Imrξsqp´3{2 ĺ C
t
pt2 ` Imrξsqp´1 . (7.55)
We may assume that Imrξs ľ ct2 for a small c ą 0. Then, noting that we always have (C.2) as an
upper bound, no matter the sign of a, we get
ż
dµV pxq
|x´ ξ|p ĺ C
a|a| ` b
pImrξsqp´1 ĺ C
a|a| ` b
pt2 ` Imrξsqp´1 . (7.56)
Using Lemma 7.4 to bound the numerator, we complete the proof of (7.53). The estimate (7.54) is
easy.
We also have the following.
Lemma 7.6. For z P Dσ and E ĺ E´ ´ t2 we have,
|Vi ´ ξ| ľ cpt2 ` κ` ηq (7.57)
and ż
dµV pxq
|x´ ξ|p ĺ
C
pκ` η ` t2qp´3{2 . (7.58)
Proof. For the first estimate, as argued in the proof of Lemma 7.5, we see that if κ`η ĺ ct2 for a small
c ą 0, then we already arrive at |Vi ´ ξ| ľ ct2. Since Imrξs ľ η we then get that |Vi ´ ξ| ľ cpt2 ` ηq.
Then by Lemma 7.4, we note that there is a C ą 0 so that if E ĺ E´ ´ Cη ´ t2, then a ĺ ´c1κ for
anther c1 ą 0. Hence, |Vi ´ ξ| ľ Cκ for such E, which completes (7.57).
Building on this observation, we see that there is a C ą 0 so that if E ĺ E´ ´ Cη ´ t2, thenż
dµV pxq
|x´ ξ|p ĺ C
1
κp´3{2
ĺ C 1pκ` η ` t2qp´3{2 (7.59)
where we applied (C.3). So we can assume that κ ĺ Cη ` t2. If η ľ t2, then the desired estimate
immediately follows from (C.2) and |a|` |b| ĺ Cpt2` η`κq. In the case η ĺ t2 then the result follows
from (C.2) and just counting powers of t.
We also have the following.
Lemma 7.7. There is a c1 ą 0 so that if κ` η ĺ c1t2, thenˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
dµV pxq
px´ ξq3
ˇˇˇ
ˇ — 1t3 (7.60)
Proof. First, note that the claim follows forż
xľ´1{2
dµV pxq
|x´ ξ|3 (7.61)
by Lemma C.1. Then note that for x ľ ´1{2 and x P supppµV q, thatˇˇˇ
ˇRer 1px´ ξq3 s
ˇˇˇ
ˇ — 1|x´ ξ|3 , (7.62)
by direct calculation, if we take c1 ą 0 sufficiently small. This yields the claim.
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7.2 Qualitative properties of ρfc,t and mfc,t
We first prove the following.
Lemma 7.8. We have the following for |E| ĺ 3{4. The density ρfc,t satisfies
ρfc,tpEq — |E ´ E´|1{21tEľE´u. (7.63)
Moreover, for |E ´ E´| ĺ ct2 we have,
ρfc,tpEq “
d
pE ´E´q
t2|F 2pξ´q|
ˆ
1`O
ˆ |E ´E´|
t2
˙˙
(7.64)
. We have also ˇˇ
t2F 2pξ´q
ˇˇ — 1. (7.65)
Proof. We have already proved (7.63), because Imrξs “ tρfc,tpEq. Equation (7.64) follows from
continued back-substitution in (7.17) (note that the correction to the |E ´ E´|1{2 term above is
|E ´ E´|3{2 instead of |E ´ E´| - this is due to all the coefficients in (7.17) being real). The final
estimate is a consequence of the fact that ´ξ´ — t2 and Lemma C.1.
Now since mfc,t has a square root behaviour, we get the following.
Lemma 7.9. We have for E ľ E´,
Imrmfc,ts —
?
κ` η (7.66)
and for E ĺ E´,
Imrmfc,ts — η?
κ` η . (7.67)
We have the equality
Bzmfc,tpzq “
ˆ
1´ t
ż
dµV pxq
px´ ξq2
˙´1 ż dµV pxq
px´ ξq2 , (7.68)
from which, using Lemma 7.3 and (7.7) we conclude that
|Bzmfc,t| ĺ Cmax
"
1?
κ` η ,
1
t
*
. (7.69)
Combining this with the trivial estimate
|Bzmfc,t| ĺ Imrmfc,ts
η
(7.70)
we obtain
Lemma 7.10. For κ` η ĺ t2 we have
|Bzmfc,t| ĺ C?
κ` η . (7.71)
For κ` η ľ t2 we have for E ľ E´,
|Bzmfc,t| ĺ C
?
κ` η
t
?
κ` η ` η , (7.72)
and for E ĺ E´,
|Bzmfc,t| ĺ C?
κ` η . (7.73)
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7.3 Comparison of free convolutions of matching measures
In this section the set-up is the following. We have two measures µ1 and µ2 that have densities on the
interval r´1, 1s such that,
ρ1pxq “ ρ2pxq
ˆ
1`O
ˆ |x|
t2
0
˙˙
, 0 ĺ x ĺ ct20, (7.74)
and ρ1pxq “ ρ2pxq “ 0 for ´1 ĺ x ĺ 0 and ρ2pxq —
?
x.
We assume that for |x| ` η ĺ ct20 that we have
|Bzmipzq| ĺ Ca|x| ` η . (7.75)
We consider the free convolutions m1,t and m2,t for 0 ĺ t ĺ t0N´ε0 , for some ε0 ą 0. Denote the
maps ξi “ z` tmi,tpzq, as well as the points ξi,´ as above. Our goal is to compare the densities ρi,t to
each other.
Since the ρipxq are continuous densities behaving like a square root, the qualitative behaviour of
Definition 2.1 holds down to η˚ “ 0. Hence, the analysis of the previous subsection goes through, and
the contours γi “ ξipRq have the same qualitative behaviour, i.e., there is a E´,i at which they leave
the real line, and for E ľ E´,i we have
|ai ´ a´,i| — |E ´ E´,i|, bi — t|E ´ E´,i|1{2, (7.76)
etc. Moreover, it is not hard to check that the estimate
|Bzmi,tpzq| ĺ Ca|E ´ E´,i| ` η (7.77)
using the methods of the previous section, as well as (7.75).
We first check that the a´,i are close. Using the equation that defines them we get
0 “
ż
dµ1pxq
px´ a´,1q2 ´
ż
dµ2pxq
px´ a´,2q2
“ pa´,1 ´ a´,2q
ż p2x´ a´,1 ´ a´,2q
px´ a´,1q2px´ a´,2q2dµ1pxq `
ˆż
dµ1pxq
px´ a´,2q2 ´
ż
dµ2pxq
px´ a´,2q2
˙
(7.78)
It is easy to check using the assumption (7.74) thatˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
dµ1pxq
px´ a´,2q2 ´
ż
dµ2pxq
px´ a´,2q2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ Ct0 (7.79)
We bound below the factor multiplying pa´,1 ´ a´,2q byˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż p2x´ a´,1 ´ a´,2q
px´ a´,1q2px´ a´,2q2dµ1pxq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
dµ1pxq
px´ a´,1q2px´ a´,2q `
ż
dµ1pxq
px´ a´,1qpx´ a´,2q2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ (7.80)
Each term on the RHS is positive and is order t´3. Hence,
|a´,1 ´ a´,2| ĺ Ct2 t
t0
. (7.81)
It this then easy to see that, ˇˇˇ
F
pkq
1
pξ´,1q ´ F pkq2 pξ´,2q
ˇˇˇ
ĺ C t
t0
1
t2pk´1q
(7.82)
Consider now the expansion
E ´ E´,i “
mÿ
k“2
F
plq
i pξ´,iq
j!
pξi ´ ξ´,iqj `O
`|ξi ´ ξ´,i|m`1t´2m˘ . (7.83)
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By repeated back-substitution, as in the proof of Lemma 7.1 we see that for any δ0 ą 0 we have, for
0 ĺ x ĺ N´δ0t2, that
a1px`E´,1q ´ a´,1 “ pa2px` E´,2q ´ a´,2qp1`Opt{t0 `N´Dqq,
b1px` E´,1q “ b2px` E´,2qp1`Opt{t0 `N´Dqq. (7.84)
for any D ą 0, if we take m large enough (but finite), depending on δ0.
We make the choice
δ0 ă ε0{100. (7.85)
We now need to deal with
t2N´δ0 ĺ x ĺ t20. (7.86)
Since we know that da{dE is increasing we can parameterize b “ bpaq. We then want to determine
the difference b1paq ´ b2paq beyond their natural scale. We have the equation
0 “
ż
dµ1pxq
px´ aq2 ` b2
1
´
ż
dµ2pxq
px´ aq2 ` b2
2
“ pb2 ´ b1qpb1 ` b2q
ż
dµ1pxq
ppx´ aq2 ` b2
1
qppx´ aq2 ` b2
2
q `
ż
dµ1pxq ´ dµ2pxq
px´ aq2 ` b2
2
. (7.87)
By (7.74) we have the estimate, ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
dµ1pxq ´ dµ2pxq
px´ aq2 ` b2
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C 1t0 . (7.88)
To lower bound the integral multiplying the b’s, we note that since |a´a´,1| ľ ct2N´δ0 and |a´a´,2| ľ
ct2N´δ0 , and that by our choice of δ0 that ct
2N´δ0 " |a´,1 ´ a´,2|, we have |a ´ a´,1| — |a ´ a´,2|.
This also implies b1 — b2. We have the lower boundˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
dµ1pxq
ppx´ aq2 ` b2
1
qppx´ aq2 ` b2
2
q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ľ c1taĺ0up|a| ` |a´ a´,1|1{2tq5{2 `
c1taľ0up|a| ` |a´ a´,1|1{2tq1{2
pt|a´ a´,1|1{2q3
(7.89)
Hence, using |a|1taĺ0u ĺ Ct2, and that |a´ a´,1| — |a| ` t|a´ a´,1|1{2 when a ľ 0,
|b1 ´ b2| ĺ
C1taĺ0up|a| ` |a´ a´,1|1{2tq5{2
t0|a´ a´,1|1{2t
` C1taľ0upt|a´ a´,1|
1{2q2
t0p|a´ a´,1|1{2t` |a|q1{2
ĺ C1taĺ0ut
5
t0N´δt2
` C1taĺ0up|a´ a´,1|
1{2tqt
t0
` C1taľ0ut
2|a´ a´,1|1{2
t0
ĺ CN
2δt
t0
´
t|a´ a´,1|1{2
¯
. (7.90)
We now want to use this to show that da1{dE and da2{dE are close for a at least ct2N´δ1 away
from a´,1 and a´,2. This means that we need to study the function
1´ t
ż
1
px´ ξ1q2dµ1pxq. (7.91)
Fix a. We writeˆ
1´ t
ż
dµ1pxq
px´ ξ1q2
˙
´
ˆ
1´ t
ż
dµ2pxq
px´ ξ2q2
˙
“
ˆ
t
ż
1
px´ ξ2q2 ´
1
px´ ξ1q2dµ2pxq
˙
`
ˆ
t
ż
1
px´ ξ1q2dµ2pxq ´ dµ1pxq
˙
. (7.92)
As above, we have ˇˇˇ
ˇt
ż
1
px´ ξ1q2dµ2pxq ´ dµ1pxq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ C tt0 . (7.93)
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For the other term we write it asˆ
t
ż
1
px´ ξ2q2 ´
1
px´ ξ1q2dµ2pxq
˙
“ tpb1 ´ b2q
ż px´ ξ1q ` px´ ξ2q
px´ ξ1q2px´ ξ2q2 dµ2pxq. (7.94)
For a ĺ 0 we have, using our bounds on b1 ´ b2 and Lemma C.1,ˇˇˇ
ˇtpb1 ´ b2q
ż px´ ξ1q ` px´ ξ2q
px´ ξ1q2px´ ξ2q2 dµ2pxq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ CN2δtt0
t2|a´ a´,1|1{2
p|a| ` t|a´ a´,1|1{2q3{2
ĺ CN
2δt
t0
(7.95)
where we used |a| ` t|a´ a´,1|1{2 ľ ct2. For a ľ 0 we haveˇˇˇ
ˇtpb1 ´ b2q
ż px´ ξ1q ` px´ ξ2q
px´ ξ1q2px´ ξ2q2 dµ2pxq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ CN2δtt0
t|a´ a´,1|1{2tp|a|1{2 ` t1{2|a´ a´,1|1{4q
t2|a| ĺ C
N2δt
t0
.
(7.96)
From this we get that for |a´ a´,1| ľ ct2N´δ,ˇˇˇ
ˇdE1da ´ dE2da
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ CN5δtt0 . (7.97)
From our earlier expansion we see that for x ĺ ct2N´δ,
pE1px` a´,1q ´ E´,1q “ pE2px` a´,2q ´ E´,2q p1`O pt{t0qq . (7.98)
We then use (7.97) and get
pE1px` a´,1q ´ E´,1q “ pE2px` a´,2q ´ E´,2q
´
1`O
´
N5δt{t0
¯¯
, (7.99)
for 0 ĺ x ĺ t20N´10δ. This easily implies an estimate on a1 and a2. Indeed, define the functions
fpxq “ a1px` E´,1q ´ a´,1, gpxq “ a2px` E´,2q ´ a´,2. (7.100)
We know that for x ĺ ct2 that
fpxq “ gpxq p1`Opt{t0qq . (7.101)
Assume that x ľ ct2. Both f and g are bijections of some intervals If{g Ñ Jf{g and for their inverses
we have
f´1pyq “ g´1pyq
´
1`OpN5δt{t0
¯
. (7.102)
We write
fpxq ´ gpxq “ gpg´1pfpxqqq ´ gpf´1pfpxqqq “ gpg
´1pfpxqqq ´ gpf´1fpxqqq
g´1pfpxqq ´ f´1pfpxqq
`
g´1pfpxqq ´ f´1pfpxqq˘ .
(7.103)
For the quotient we have the boundˇˇˇ
ˇgpg´1pfpxqqq ´ gpf´1fpxqqqg´1pfpxqq ´ f´1pfpxqq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ CN2δ, (7.104)
which is a result of the fact that ˇˇˇ
ˇda1dE
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ĺ CN2δ0 (7.105)
for E ľ E´ `N´δ0t2. Therefore, we obtain
fpxq “ gpxq
´
1`OpN7δt{t0q
¯
. (7.106)
Now, we write
b1px` E´,1q ´ b2px` E´,2q “ pb1px` E´,1q ´ b2pEqq ` pb2pEq ´ b2px` E´,2qq (7.107)
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where E is chosen so that a2pEq “ a1px`E´,1q. Then, by the above bounds on b1paq ´ b2paq we get
|b1px` E´,1q ´ b2pEq| ĺ Ct
?
xN5δ0t
t0
. (7.108)
By (7.99), we see that
|E ´ px` E´,2q| ĺ CxN
5δ0t
t0
. (7.109)
Hence, since |BEρipE ` E´,iq| ĺ CE´1{2 (by (7.77)) we see that
b2pEq ´ b2px` E´,2q ĺ Ct
?
x
N5δ0t
t0
. (7.110)
We have therefore proved the following.
Lemma 7.11. Let ε ą 0 and t, t0 as above. For 0 ĺ x ĺ cN´2εt20 we have
ρt,1px` E´,1q “ ρt,2px` E´,2q p1`OpN εt{t0qq (7.111)
and
|Rermt,1px` E´,1q ´mt,1pE´,1qs ´ Rermt,2px` E´,2q ´mt,2pE´,2qs| ĺ CxN
ε
t0
. (7.112)
We also need an estimate similar to (7.112) for x ĺ 0. That is, we have
Lemma 7.12. Let ε ą 0 and t, t0 as above. For ´cN´2εt20pt1{t0q ĺ x ĺ 0 we have,
|Rermt,1px` E´,1q ´mt,1pE´,1qs ´ Rermt,2px`E´,2q ´mt,2pE´,2qs| ĺ C |x|
1{2pt1q1{2N ε
t
1{2
0
. (7.113)
Proof. Fixing a scale η ĺ N´2εt2
0
we can estimate the quantity by
|Rermt,1px` E´,1q ´mt,1pE´,1qs ´ Rermt,2px` E´,2q ´mt,2pE´,2qs|
ĺ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
Eľη,Eă´1{2
ˆ
1
E ´ x ´
1
E
˙
ρt,1pE ` E´1q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
Eľη,Eă´1{2
ˆ
1
E ´ x ´
1
E
˙
ρt,2pE ` E´2q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
0ĺEĺη
pρt,2pE ` E´,2q ´ ρt,1pE ` E´,2qq
ˆ
1
E
` 1
E ` x
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ “: A1 `A2 `A3. (7.114)
By the square root behaviour of the densities we have,
|A1| ` |A2| ĺ C |x|
η1{2
. (7.115)
For A3 we use (7.111) and find
|A3| ĺ CN ε t
t0
η1{2. (7.116)
We obtain the estimate by choosing η “ |x|1{2pt0{t1q1{2.
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7.3.1 Self-consistent equation coefficients
Recall the definition of Dˆ1. It is clear that on this domain, that Imrmfc,ts ľ c
?
κ` η, and so we get
|Vi ´ ξ| ľ Imrξs ľ η ` ct
?
κ` η. (7.117)
In the set-up of Section 6 the analogous estimates to Lemma 7.4 hold, and so in general we have
|ξ| ĺ Cpt2 ` κ` ηq ĺ Cpκ` ηq (7.118)
where the second inequality holds due to the definition of Dˆ1. Hence,
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|p ĺ C |ξ|
1{2
Imrξsp´1 ĺ C
?
κ` η
pη ` t?κ` ηqp´1 . (7.119)
We now consider Dˆ2. Since the estimates of Lemma 7.4 hold, we have that there is a C ą 0 so that if
κ ľ Cη, then Rerξs ĺ ´cκ. Hence, we have (6.32). This also proves that
|Vi ´ ξ| ľ cpκ` ηq, (7.120)
as well as
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|p ĺ Cpκ` ηqp´3{2 , (7.121)
for κ ľ C 1η. On the other hand if κ ĺ C 1η, then,
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|p ĺ C |ξ|
1{2
ηp´1
ĺ C 1pκ` ηqp´3{2 . (7.122)
A Large deviations estimates
Let Xi be a family of independent random variables obeying
ErXis “ 0, Er|Xi|2s “ 1, Er|Xi|ps ĺ Cp, p ľ 2. (A.1)
We have the following estimates, see, e.g., [21].
Lemma A.1. Let Xi and Yi be random variables obeying (A.1). Let bi and aij be deterministic. We
have for any ε ą 0 and D ą 0 and N large enough,
P
»
–
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
i
biXi
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ľ N ε
˜ÿ
i
|bi|2
¸1{2fifl ĺ N´D, (A.2)
P
»
–
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
ij
aijXiYi
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ľ N ε
˜ÿ
ij
|aij |2
¸1{2fifl ĺ N´D, (A.3)
P
»
–
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇÿ
i‰j
XiaijXj
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ľ N ε
˜ÿ
i‰j
|aij |2
¸1{2fifl ĺ N´D. (A.4)
B Fluctuation averaging lemma
We record here the following fluctuation averaging lemma. As it is very similar to estimates appearing
in [35], we do not give a proof. The proof of the main estimate, (B.6), is very similar to the proof
given there.
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Proposition B.1. Suppose that γ is a deterministic parameter such that
|mN ´mfc,t| ĺ γ (B.1)
with overwhelming probability, and
1
Nη
ĺ γ ĺ t`
?
κ` η `N´1{3
logpNq2 . (B.2)
Then, with overwhelming probability, for any ε ą 0,
|QirpGpTqii q´1s| ĺ N ε
˜c
t
N
` t
d
γ ` Imrmfc,ts
Nη
¸
, (B.3)
and
1
2
|gi| ĺ |GpTqii | ĺ 2|gi|, (B.4)
and,
|Gij | ĺ N ε|gi||gj |
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
¸
(B.5)
uniformly over |T| ĺ C for any fixed C ą 0.
Moreover, for any even p ą 0 we have, for any ε ą 0,
E
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ 1
N
ÿ
i
g2iQirG´1ii s
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
p
ĺN ε max
0ĺsĺp
max
0ĺlĺpp`sq{2
˜c
t
N
` t
d
Imrmfc,ts ` γ
Nη
¸p`sˆ
sup
i
|gi|
˙s`2p´2l 1
Np´l
˜
1
N
ÿ
i
|gi|2
¸l
. (B.6)
C Imrms analysis
Let µV be a measure whose Stieltjes transform obeys the assumptions of Section 2. Define the domain
D˚ by
D˚ :“tE ` iη : ´3{4 ĺ E ĺ 0, 2η˚ ĺ η ĺ 10u
Y
!
E ` iη : 0 ĺ E ĺ 3{4, η1{2˚
a
|E| ` η˚ ĺ η ĺ 10
)
Y tE ` iη : ´3{4 ĺ E ĺ ´2η˚, 0 ĺ η ĺ 10u .
(C.1)
First it is clear that the estimates of Definition 2.1 hold in the domain D˚. We want to prove the
following.
Lemma C.1. Let µV be as above. For any p ľ 2 we have the following for a` bi P D˚. If a ľ 0,ż
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|p —
?
a` b
bp´1
. (C.2)
If a ĺ 0 then, ż
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|p —
1
p|a| ` bqp´3{2 . (C.3)
Proof. The upper bounds are immediate. We first prove the lower bound of (C.2). Fix a C˚ ą 0.
We have, ż
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|p ľ
ż
|x´a|ĺC˚b
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|p ľ
c
bp´2
ż
|x´a|ĺC˚b
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|2 (C.4)
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for a c ą 0 depending on C˚. We then have,ż
|x´a|ĺC˚b
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|2 “
ż
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|2 ´
ż
|x´a|ąC˚b
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|2
ľ 1
b
ˆ
ImrmV pa` biqs ´ 4
C˚
ImrmV pa` C˚b{2iqs
˙
ľ 1
b
ˆ
c1
?
a` b´ C1
?
a` C˚b
C˚
˙
(C.5)
where c1 and C1 only depend on the assumptions on µV . Hence by taking C˚ large enough depending
only on c1 and C1, we see that ż
|x´a|ĺC˚b
dµV pxq
|x´ a´ bi|2 ľ c
?
a` b
b
(C.6)
which in view of the above yields the lower bound of (C.2).
The above argument also gives the lower bound of (C.3) in the regime ´b ĺ a ĺ 0. Note that in
this case, the RHS of (C.3) is the same order as (C.2). In particular, we obtain (C.3) for all a`bi P D˚
such that ´2η˚ ĺ a ĺ 0 (for such a we have b ľ 2η˚ by the definition of D˚).
It remains to prove the lower bound of (C.3) in the case that a ĺ ´2η˚ and |a| ľ b. Fix again a
C˚ ą 0. We have ż
dµV
|x´ a´ bi|p ľ
ż
xĺC˚|a|
dµV
|x´ a´ bi|p ľ
c
|a|p´2
ż
xĺC˚|a|
dµV
px´ aq2 (C.7)
for a c ą 0 depending on C˚. We also used the fact that |a| ľ b to observe that |x´ a´ bi| ľ |x´ a|
on the support of µV since |a| ľ 2η˚. We now have,ż
xĺC˚|a|
dµV pxq
px´ aq2 “
ż
dµV pxq
px´ aq2 ´
ż
xľC˚|a|
dµV pxq
px´ aq2
ľ
ż
dµV pxq
px´ aq2 ´ 2
ż
dµV pxq
px´ C˚aq2
ľ c|a|1{2 ´
C
|C˚a|1{2
. (C.8)
Choosing C˚ large enough yields the claim.
D Free convolution continuity
In this section we consider two measures µ1 and µ2 and denote the free convolution of each with the
semicircle by m1,t and m2,t. We estimate the difference m1,t´m2,t under the assumption that m1´m2
is small.
We assume that the restriction of µ2 to r´1, 1s has a density ρ2pxq such that
ρ2pxq — 1txľ0u
?
x. (D.1)
We assume the following estimates hold for any δ, ε ą 0. For any 1 ľ E ľ 0 and a|E| ` η ľ
N δ{pNηq `N δ{N1{3 we have,
|m1pzq ´m2pzq| ĺ N
ε
Nη
. (D.2)
For ´1 ĺ E ĺ 0 and η ľ N δ{N2{3 we have
|m1pzq ´m2pzq| ĺ N ε
˜
1
Np|E| ` ηq `
1
pNηq2a|E| ` η
¸
. (D.3)
We denote ξi “ z ` tmi,t and we let E´ be the edge of ρ2,t, and define κ “ |E ´ E´|.
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Lemma D.1. Let µ1 and µ2 as above. Let Dσ be as in Section 5 and t satisfy
Nω
N1{3
ĺ t ĺ N´ω (D.4)
for ω ą 0. For any ε ą 0 the following estimates hold on Dσ. First, for E ľ E´ we have
|m1,t ´m2,t| ĺ N
ε
Nη
. (D.5)
For E ĺ E´ we have,
|m1,t ´m2,t| ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η
˙
(D.6)
Proof. Define Λ “ |m1,t´m2,t|. For η order 1, the estimates on Λ follow easily. First let us consider
E ľ E´. Suppose that the estimate
Λ ĺ t` Imrm2,ts
logpNq2 (D.7)
holds. This assumption assures that |x´ ξ2| " |ξ1 ´ ξ2| for x in the support of µ2. We then write
m1,t ´m2,t “
ˆż
dµ1
x´ ξ1 ´
ż
dµ2
x´ ξ1
˙
`
ˆż
dµ2
x´ ξ1 ´
ż
dµ2
x´ ξ2
˙
. (D.8)
Expanding the second term and estimating the first by N ε{NpImrξ1sq leads to
ˇˇp1´ tR2qpm1,t ´m2,tq ` t2R3pm1,t ´m2,tq2ˇˇ ĺ N ε
N Imrξ1s ` Ct
3Λ3
t` Imrm2,ts
pt2 ` Imrξ2sq3 . (D.9)
Since |1´ tR2| — 1 for κ` η ľ t2 we can conclude that
|m1,t ´m2,t| ĺ N
ε
Nη
, E ľ E´, κ` η ľ t2. (D.10)
We can now suppose that E´ ĺ E ĺ E´ ` t2 and η ĺ t2. Suppose that
Λ ĺ
?
κ` η
logpNq2 . (D.11)
Note that when η “ t2 we know that this is the case. Then in this case, (D.9) leads to
Λ ĺ C Λ
2
?
κ` η `
N ε
Nη
. (D.12)
Since pNηq ! ?κ` η for E ľ E´, we conclude that Λ ĺ N ε{pNηq in the regime E ľ E´.
Now we consider the regime E ĺ E´. First, we observe that the estimate Λ ĺ N ε{pNηq in the
regime E´ ´ t2 ĺ E ĺ E´ and η ľ ct2 follows from the above argument. We then check the regime
E´ ´ t2 ĺ E ĺ E´ and η ĺ ct2. If we take c ą 0 small enough, we can ensure that
Rerξ2s ĺ ´c1t2 (D.13)
for another c1 ą 0. Hence, if Λ ĺ ?κ` η{ logpNq2 we see that
|m1pξ1q ´m2pξ1q| ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Nt2
` 1pNηq2t
˙
. (D.14)
and so we obtain by a similar argument to above that the estimate Λ ĺ ?κ` η{plogpNqq2 implies
that
ˇˇp1´ tR2qpm1,t ´m2,tq ` t2R3pm1,t ´m2,tq2 ˇˇ ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Nt2
` 1pNηq2t
˙
`CΛ
3
t2
. (D.15)
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We have that |1´ tR2| — ?κ` η{t, and so we see that
Λ ĺ C Λ
2
?
κ` η `CN
ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η
˙
. (D.16)
The second term is ! ?κ` η and so we see that so far we have proven the desired estimates as long
as E ľ E´ ´ t2.
Finally, to do the regime E ĺ E´ ´ t2 we first observe that there is a C ą 0 so that if κ ľ Cη
then ´Rerξ2s ľ cκ. So, we see that the estimate Λ ĺ t{ logpNq2 implies
|m1,tpξ1q ´m2,tpξ1q| ĺ N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η
˙
. (D.17)
Hence, arguing as above we see that the estimate Λ ĺ t{ logpNq2 implies that
Λ ĺ CΛ
2
t
`N ε
ˆ
1
Npκ` ηq `
1
pNηq2?κ` η
˙
. (D.18)
This is enough to complete the proof.
E Interpolating convolution measure properties
We prove Lemma 3.5. This follows from the following general estimate. If we have two meaures µ1, µ2
that have, when restricted to r´1, 1s a density ρpxq that behaves like
ρpxq — ?x1txľu, (E.1)
and moreover
|m1pzq ´m2pzq| ĺ N
ε
Nη
(E.2)
for any ε ą 0 and η ľ N´2{3`σ. Denote the ξ maps at time t by ξ1 and ξ2, the edges E1, E2, and
ξi,´ “ ξipEiq.
Subtracting the defining equations for the ξi,´ we easily see
|ξ1,´ ´ ξ2,´| ĺ Ct3. (E.3)
Next, we estimate
|E1 ´ E2| ĺ |ξ1,´ ´ ξ2,´| ` t|m1pξ1,´q ´m2pξ1,´q| ` t|m2pξ2,´ ´m2pξ1,´q|. (E.4)
The first term is bounded by Ct3 and since |m12pEq| ĺ t´1 for all E such that ´E — t2, we see that
t|m2pξ2,´ ´m2pξ1,´q| ĺ Ct3. (E.5)
For the last term, since the measures µ1 “ µ2 on r´1, 1s we see that,
|rm1pξ1,´q ´m2pξ1,´qs ´ rm1pξ1,´ ` iN´1{2q ´m2pξ1,´ ` iN´1{2qs| ĺ N´1{2 (E.6)
and by assumption,
|m1pξ1,´ ` iN´1{2q ´m2pξ1,´ ` iN´1{2q| ĺ N
ε
N1{2
. (E.7)
Hence,
|E1 ´ E2| ĺ N εpt3 ` t
N1{2
q. (E.8)
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